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We consider numerical methods for thermodynamic sampling, i.e. computing sequences of points which
are distributed according to the Gibbs-Boltzmann distribution, using Langevin dynamics and overdamped
Langevin dynamics (Brownian dynamics). A wide variety of numerical methods for Langevin dynamics
may be constructed based on splitting the stochastic differential equations into various component parts,
each of which may be propagated exactly. Each such method may be viewed as generating samples
according to an associated invariant measure that differs from the exact canonical invariant measure
by a stepsize-dependent perturbation. We provide error estimates a` la Talay-Tubaro on the invariant
distribution for small stepsize, and compare the sampling bias obtained for various choices of splitting
method. We further investigate the overdamped limit and apply the methods in the context of driven
systems where the goal is sampling with respect to a non-equilibrium steady state. Our analyses are
illustrated by numerical experiments.
Keywords: Langevin dynamics; Stochastic differential equations; Numerical discretization.
1. Introduction
A fundamental purpose of molecular simulation is the computation of macroscopic quantities, typically
through averages of functions of the variables of the system with respect to a given probability measure m .
We consider systems described by a separable Hamiltonian
H(q; p) =V (q)+
1
2
pTM 1p;
where q and p are vectors of positions and momenta, respectively, V is a potential energy function and
M is a positive definite mass matrix. In the most common setting, the probability measure corresponds
to the canonical ensemble. Its distribution is defined by the Boltzmann-Gibbs density, which models the
configurations of a conservative system in contact with a heat bath at fixed temperature T :
m(dqdp) = Z 1e bH(q;p) dqdp; (1.1)
where b 1 = kBT with kB Boltzmann’s constant and Z is a normalization constant. In nonequilibrium mod-
els, where a given system is subject to nonconservative driving and dissipative perturbations, the averages
may be taken with respect to a stationary distribution which has no simple functional form. Numerically, the
high-dimensional integrals are approximated as ergodic averages along discrete stochastic paths (Markov
chains) constructed through numerical solution of certain stochastic differential equations (SDEs).
There are two principle sources of approximation error in such computations: (i) systematic bias (or
perfect sampling bias) related to the use of a discretization method for the SDEs (and usually proportional
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to a power of the integration stepsize D t), and (ii) statistical errors, due to the finite lengths of the sampling
paths involved and the underlying variance of the random variables. In this article we are concerned with
the systematic bias, specifically the systematic bias in long-term simulation, i.e. with respect to the invariant
(or nonequilibrium steady-state) distribution.
One of the most popular choices of SDE system for sampling purposes is Langevin dynamics, which
is a reliable and flexible choice for both equilibrium and nonequilibrium cases. For equilibrium thermody-
namics, the Langevin equations take the form:8>><>>:
dqt =M 1pt dt;
dpt = ÑV (qt)dt  gM 1pt dt+
s
2g
b
dWt ;
(1.2)
where dWt represents the infinitesimal increment of a standard Wiener process. The real number g > 0 is
a free parameter which may be adjusted to enhance sampling efficiency. Under suitable conditions, the
dynamics (1.2) is ergodic for the Boltzmann-Gibbs distribution (see for instance Talay (2002); Mattingly
et al. (2002); Cance`s et al. (2007)).
The aim of this work is to provide a numerical analysis of the perfect sampling bias in Langevin dy-
namics arising from numerical schemes obtained by a splitting strategy, building on studies such as Talay
(2002); Bou-Rabee & Owhadi (2010) and clarifying the sampling properties of recently proposed schemes
Skeel & Izaguirre (2002); Melchionna (2007); Bussi & Parrinello (2007); Thalmann & Farago (2007);
Leimkuhler & Matthews (2013a). Of particular interest is the behavior of methods in the overdamped limit
g !+¥ and variations of Langevin dynamics incorporating nonequilibrium forcings such as the addition
of non-gradient forces (in which case the invariant measure is unknown). Splitting schemes based on a
symplectic integration of the Hamiltonian part of the dynamics can be combined with an exact treatment of
the fluctuation-dissipation part; these methods are more convenient to implement in molecular simulation
codes than the implicit schemes proposed in Talay (2002); Mattingly et al. (2002) and are also efficient in
practice Leimkuhler & Matthews (2013b). Some essential elements on the numerical analysis on the accu-
racy of such splitting schemes have been provided in Bou-Rabee &Owhadi (2010). We note that alternative
sampling strategies are available: the bias in the invariant measure sampled by discretization of Langevin
dynamics could in principle be eliminated by employing a Metropolis-Hastings procedure Metropolis et al.
(1953); Hastings (1970) (see in particular the discussion in (Lelie`vre et al., 2010, Section 2.2)), but such
a correction corrupts the dynamical properties of the system Bou-Rabee & Vanden-Eijnden (2009), may
be costly or complicated to implement, and anyway cannot be used in situations when the invariant mea-
sure is not known; for this reason Langevin dynamics remains one of the most popular tools for molecular
sampling.
We focus in this article on the case where the position space is compact (e.g. a torus, q2M = (LT)dN)
since this is most relevant from the point-of-view of applications in condensed matter physics and biology,
where periodic boundary conditions are typically used. This assumption simplifies the treatment of the
Fokker-Planck operator associated to Langevin dynamics, and, with additional smoothness assumptions on
the potential energy function, ensures regularity properties, discrete spectrum and spectral gap. In particular
(1.1) is the unique invariant probability measure of the Langevin process. We denote by E =M RdN the
state space.
Let us emphasize that we expect our results to hold for unbounded spaces. The proofs may however
require non-trivial modifications, using in particular the tools and the results from Mattingly et al. (2002);
Talay (2002); Bou-Rabee & Owhadi (2010).
In practice, Langevin dynamics is discretized, and averages that are computed along a single trajectory
converge to averages with respect to a measure mg ;D t , which is an approximation to m in the sense that there
exists a function fa;g for whichZ
E
y(q; p)mg ;D t(dqdp) =
Z
E
y(q; p)m(dqdp)+D ta
Z
E
y(q; p) fa ;g(q; p)m(dqdp)+O(D ta+1); (1.3)
see Section 2.4 for precise statements. Of course, the momenta are usually trivial to sample since they
are distributed according to a Gaussian measure. The primary issue is therefore is to sample positions
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according to the marginal of the canonical measure:
m(dq) = eZ 1e bV (q) dq: (1.4)
Denoting by mg ;D t the marginal of the invariant measure for the numerical scheme, and by
(pj)(q) =
Z
RdN
j(q; p)k(dp); k(dp) =

2p
b
 dN=2p
det(M)exp

 b p
TM 1p
2

dp; (1.5)
the partial average of a function j with respect to the momentum variable, the error estimate (1.3) reads,
for observables which depend only on the position variable,Z
E
y(q)mg ;D t(dq) =
Z
E
y(q)m(dq)+D ta
Z
E
y(q)(p fa;g)(q)m(dq)+O(D ta+1):
We focus in this article on first- and second-order splitting schemes, relying on Lie-Trotter and Strang
decompositions. This restriction is motivated both by pedagogical purposes and by the dominant role in
applications played by second-order splitting schemes. Let us however emphasize that most of our results
could be extended to higher-order decompositions.
Results corresponding to discretizations of the equilibrium Langevin dynamics and computation of
static average properties are gathered in Section 2, while nonequilibrium systems and the computation of
transport properties are discussed in Section 3 (illustrating the approach by the computation of the mobility
or autodiffusion coefficient). The proofs of all our results can be read in Section 4.
Let us now highlight some of our contributions.
 In the equilibrium setting, we rigorously ground the results presented in Leimkuhler & Matthews
(2013a) giving the leading order correction to the invariant measure with respect to D t for gen-
eral splitting schemes, via a Talay-Tubaro expansion Talay & Tubaro (1990) (see Section 2.4). We
carefully study all possible splitting schemes, taking advantage of what we call the “TU lemma”
(Lemma 2.4) to relate invariant measures of splitting schemes where the elementary dynamics are
integrated in different orders. From a technical viewpoint, our proofs are a variation from the stan-
dard way of establishing similar results since we use the specific structure of splitting schemes to
conveniently write evolution operators as compositions of elementary semigroups (working at the
level of generators, as in Debussche & Faou (2012); see also Mattingly et al. (2010) for a related
approach based on solution of appropriate Poisson equations).
 We show in Section 2.5 how the leading order correction to equilibrium averages can be estimated
on the fly by approximating a time-integrated correlation function. This can be seen as a practical
way of numerically solving a Poisson equation (a standard way of proceeding when studying linear
response of nonequilibrium systems) and is an alternative to Romberg extrapolation to eliminate the
leading order correction Talay & Tubaro (1990).
 We carefully study the overdamped regime g ! +¥ in Section 2.6, making use in particular of
uniform resolvent estimates obtained in Theorem 2.2 (based on a uniform hypocoercivity property
on appropriate subspaces of H1(m));
 We provide error estimates for the computation of transport coefficients, by assessing the bias arising
in the numerical discretization of either (i) the computation of integrated time-correlation functions
expressing transport coefficients via Green-Kubo formulae; or (ii) ergodic averages of steady-state
nonequilibrium dynamics where the equilibrium evolution (1.2) is perturbed by a non-gradient force
and the transport coefficient is extracted from the linear response of some quantity of interest (see
Section 3). The latter approach is illustrated by the study of the mobility, which measures the re-
sponse in the average velocity arising from a constant external force exerted on the system. We also
study the consistency of the numerical estimations in the overdamped limit.
Some numerical simulations are provided to illustrate the most important results (see Section 2.5.3 and 3.3).
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2. Error estimates on the invariant measure for equilibrium dynamics
We start by giving some properties of the Langevin dynamics in Section 2.1 (most results are well-known,
except for the material on the overdamped limit g ! +¥ presented in Section 2.1.3). The numerical
schemes we consider are then described in Section 2.2, their ergodic properties being discussed in Sec-
tion 2.3. Error estimates on the invariant measure are provided in Section 2.4. We then show in Section 2.5
how to estimate the leading order correction term through an appropriate integrated correlation function.
An important side result of this section are error estimates for Green-Kubo type formulas. We finally study
the errors on the invariant measures in the overdamped limit in Section 2.6.
2.1 Properties of equilibrium Langevin dynamics
Langevin dynamics can be seen as Hamiltonian dynamics perturbed by an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process of
magnitude g > 0 in the momenta:8>><>>:
dqt =M 1pt dt;
dpt = ÑV (qt)dt  gM 1pt dt+
s
2g
b
dWt ;
(2.1)
where Wt is a dN-dimensional standard Brownian motion, and M is the mass matrix of the system. We
assume thatM= diag(m1Id ; : : : ;mNId), so that momenta are distributed according to independent Gaussian
distributions under the canonical measure. Note that we formulate here the dynamics using friction forces
proportional to the velocity of the particles.
The existence and uniqueness of strong solutions is guaranteed when the position space is compact
since the kinetic energy function 1+ jpj2 is a Lyapunov function, see for instance (Rey-Bellet, 2006, Theo-
rem 5.9). We will sometimes denote by (qg;t ; pg;t) the solution of this equation to emphasize the dependence
on the friction coefficient.
It is useful, to describe more conveniently splitting schemes, to introduce the elementary dynamics with
generators
A=M 1p Ñq; B= ÑV (q) Ñp; C = M 1p Ñp+ 1b Dp: (2.2)
The generatorLg of the equilibrium Langevin dynamics (2.1) can then be written as
Lg = A+B+ gC;
where L0 = A+B is the generator associated with the Hamiltonian part of the dynamics. The invariance
of the canonical measure m defined in (1.1) for the Langevin dynamics can be rewritten in terms of the
generatorLg : for any smooth test function j ,Z
E
Lgj dm = 0: (2.3)
In fact, the operators A+B and C separately preserve m . In the sequel, we will by default consider L2(m)
as the reference Hilbert space to define scalar products and associated norms, adjoints of operators, etc. In
this functional setting, it is easy to check that
(A+B) = (A+B); C =C:
Note also that, thanks to a Poincare´ inequality, the operatorC has a compact resolvent on
L2(k)\Ker(p) =

f 2 L2(k)
ZRdN f (p)k(dp) = 0

;
with positive eigenvalues going to +¥.
An important property of Langevin dynamics is its reversibility with respect to the invariant measure m ,
up to momentum reversal (see the discussion in (Lelie`vre et al., 2010, Section 2.2.3)). In particular, intro-
ducing the unitary operator
(Rj)(q; p) = j(q; p); (2.4)
it holds thatRLgR =L g (with, as mentioned above, adjoints taken on L2(m)).
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2.1.1 Ergodicity results. The ergodicity of the Langevin dynamics for g > 0, understood either as the
almost sure convergence of time averages along a realization of the dynamics, or the long-time convergence
of the law of the process to m , is well established, see for instance Mattingly et al. (2002); Talay (2002);
Cance`s et al. (2007) and references therein. These references rely on the use of Lyapunov functions, fol-
lowing strategies of proofs pioneered in the Markov Chain community Meyn & Tweedie (2009), although
alternative proofs relying on analytical tools exist Rey-Bellet (2006); Hairer & Mattingly (2011). In any
case, the measure m is the unique invariant measure of the dynamics. This property can be translated as
Ker(Lg) = C1.
An alternative way to prove the long-time convergence of the law of the process is to use subelliptic
or hypocoercive estimates Talay (2002); Eckmann & Hairer (2003); He´rau & Nier (2004); Villani (2009);
Hairer & Pavliotis (2008). The interest of this approach is that it allows us to give more explicit rates of
convergence than the ones obtained by Lyapunov type approaches, and gives fine results on the structure
of the spectrum of Lg (see in particular Eckmann & Hairer (2003); He´rau & Nier (2004)). An important
result of hypocoercivity in this case is that there exist Kg ;lg > 0 such that
ketLgkB(H 1) 6 Kge lg t ; (2.5)
where the subspace
H 1 = H1(m)nKer(Lg) =

u 2 H1(m)
 Z
E
udm = 0

(2.6)
of the Hilbert space H1(m) is endowed with the norm kuk2H1(m) = kuk2L2(m)+kÑpuk2L2(m)+kÑquk2L2(m), and
k  kB(H 1) is the operator norm onH 1. In particular, the operatorLg is invertible onH 1, and
L  1g B(H 1) 6 Kglg :
Note that for unbounded position spaces, the potential V has to satisfy some assumptions for (2.5) to
hold (such as a Poincare´ inequality for e bV ), but these assumptions are trivially satisfied when the position
space is compact, as is the case here. An important issue is the dependence of the constant Kg ;lg on g ,
or at least the dependence of the resolvent norm
L  1g B(H 1) on g . This is made precise in the results
presented below.
2.1.2 Hamiltonian limit g ! 0 . When g = 0, the Langevin dynamics reduces to the Hamiltonian dy-
namics, whose generator A+B has a kernel much larger than Ker(Lg) = C1. It is therefore expected
that
L  1g B(H 1) diverges as g ! 0. The rate of divergence is made precise in the following theorem,
summarizing the results from (Hairer & Pavliotis, 2008, Theorem 1.6 and Proposition 6.3).
THEOREM 2.1 (see Hairer & Pavliotis (2008)) Denote by k  kB(H 0) the operator norm on the subspace
H 0 =

u 2 L2(m)
 Z
E
udm = 0

(2.7)
of the Hilbert space L2(m). There exists two constants c ;c+ > 0 such that, for any 0< g 6 1,
c 
g
6
L  1g B(H 0) 6 c+g :
2.1.3 Overdamped limit g ! +¥. The overdamped limit can be obtained by either letting the friction
go to infinity in (2.1) together with an appropriate rescaling of time; or by letting masses go to 0. When
discussing overdamped limits in this article, we will always set the mass matrixM to identity and consider
the limit g !+¥. Since we restrict our attention to the invariant measure of the system, the time rescaling
is not relevant.
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Let us describe more precisely the convergence result. It is shown in (Lelie`vre et al., 2010, Sec-
tion 2.2.4) for instance that the solutions of (2.1) observed over long times, namely (qg;gs; pg;gs)s>0, con-
verge pathwise on finite time intervals s 2 [0; t] to the solutions of overdamped Langevin dynamics
dQt = ÑV (Qt)dt+
s
2
b
dWt ; (2.8)
with the same initial condition Q0 = qg;0. The process (2.8) is ergodic on the compact position spaceM ,
with unique invariant probability measure m(dq) defined in (1.4). Its generator
Lovd = ÑV (q) Ñq+ 1b Dq
is an elliptic operator which is self-adjoint on L2(m), with compact resolvent (see for instance the discussion
and the references in (Lelie`vre et al., 2010, Section 2.3.2)). The inverse operatorL  1ovd is bounded from
eHm(m) =j 2 Hm(m) Z
M
j dm = 0

to eHm+2(m).
The following result gives bounds on the resolvent of the Langevin generator in the overdamped regime,
and in fact quantifies the difference between the resolvent L  1g and the resolvent L
 1
ovd appropriately
rescaled by a factor g .
THEOREM 2.2 There exist two constants c ;c+> 0 such that, for any g > 1,
c g 6 kL  1g kB(H 1) 6 c+g: (2.9)
More precisely, there exists a constant K > 0 such that, for any g > 1,L  1g   gL  1ovdp  pTÑqL  1ovdp+L  1ovdp(A+B)C 1(Id p)B(H 1) 6 Kg ; L g  1  gL  1ovdp+ pTÑqL  1ovdp L  1ovdp(A+B)C 1(Id p)B(H 1) 6 Kg ;
(2.10)
where the operator p is defined in (1.5), and (C 1y)(q; p) is understood as applying the operator C 1 to
the function y(q; ) 2 L2(k) for all values of q 2M .
Note that the function L  1ovdp f is well defined since, as f belongs toH
1, the function p f has a van-
ishing average with respect to m . An important ingredient in the proof of Theorem 2.2 is the following
estimate, which we call uniform hypocoercivity estimate.
LEMMA 2.1 (Uniform hypocoercivity for large frictions) Consider the following subspace ofH 1:
H 1? =

u 2H 1
 u(q) = ZRdN u(q; p)k(dp) isconstant

:
There exists a constant K > 0 such that, for and any g > 1, it holds
8 f 2H 1? ; kL  1g fkH1(m) 6 Kk fkH1(m):
The proofs of Theorem 2.2 and Lemma 2.1 are provided in Section 4.1.
2.2 Splitting schemes for the equilibrium Langevin dynamics
We present in this section the splitting schemes to be examined in this article. In fact, these schemes are
described in terms of evolution operators PD t which are such that the Markov chain (qn; pn) generated by
the discretization satisfies
PD ty(q; p) = E

y
 
qn+1; pn+1
(qn; pn) = (q; p):
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We also briefly give some ergodicity results obtained by minor extensions or variations of existing results in
the literature (see in particular Mattingly et al. (2002); Talay (2002); Bou-Rabee & Owhadi (2010)). Since
these ergodicity issues are by now a rather standard and well-understood matter, especially for compact
position spaces, we provide only elements of proofs in Section 4.2.
2.2.1 First-order splitting schemes. First-order schemes are obtained by a Lie-Trotter splitting of the
elementary evolutions generated by A;B;gC. The motivation for this splitting is that all elementary evolu-
tions are analytically integrable (see the expressions of the associated semigroups in (4.14)). There are 6
possible schemes, whose evolution operators are of the general form
PZYXD t = e
D tZeD tY eD tX ;
with all possible permutations (Z;Y;X) of (A;B;gC). For instance, the numerical scheme associated with
PB;A;gCD t is 8>>>><>>>>:
epn+1 = pn D tÑV (qn);
qn+1 = qn+D t M 1epn+1;
pn+1 = aD t epn+1+
s
1 a2D t
b
MGn;
(2.11)
where aD t = exp( gM 1D t), and Gn are independent and identically distributed standard Gaussian ran-
dom variables. Note that the order of the operations performed on the configuration of the system is the
inverse of the order of the operations mentioned in the superscript of the evolution operator PB;A;gCD t when
read from right to left. This inversion is known as Vertauschungssatz (see for instance the discussion
in (Hairer et al., 2006, Section III.5.1)). It arises from the fact that the numerical method modifies the dis-
tribution of the variables, whereas the evolution operator encodes the evolution of observables (determined
by the adjoint of the operator encoding the evolution of the distribution).
The iterations of the three schemes associated with PgC;B;AD t ;P
B;A;gC
D t ;P
A;gC;B
D t share a common sequence of
update operations, as for PgC;A;BD t ;P
A;B;gC
D t ;P
B;gC;A
D t . More precisely, we mean that equalities of the following
form hold: 
PA;B;gCD t
n
= Tg;D t

PgC;A;BD t
n 1
UD t ; UD t = egD tC; Tg;D t = eD tAeD tB: (2.12)
It is therefore not surprising that the invariant measures of the schemes with operators composed in the
same order have very similar properties, as made precise in Theorem 2.5, relying on Lemma 2.4.
2.2.2 Second-order schemes. Second-order schemes are obtained by a Strang splitting of the elementary
evolutions generated by A;B;gC. There are also 6 possible schemes, which are of the general form
PZYXYZD t = e
D tZ=2eD tY=2eD tXeD tY=2eD tZ=2;
with the same possible orderings as for first-order schemes. Again, these schemes can be classified into 3
groups depending on the ordering of the operators once the elementary one-step evolution is iterated: (i)
PgC;B;A;B;gCD t ;P
A;B;gC;B;A
D t , (ii) P
gC;A;B;A;gC
D t ;P
B;A;gC;A;B
D t , and (iii) P
B;gC;A;gC;B
D t ;P
A;gC;B;gC;A
D t . We discard the latter
category since the invariant measures of the associated numerical schemes are not consistent with m in the
overdamped limit (see Section 2.6).
2.2.3 Geometric Langevin Algorithms. In fact, as already proved in Bou-Rabee & Owhadi (2010) (see
also Corollary 2.2 below), a second-order accuracy on the invariant measure can be obtained by resorting
to a first-order splitting between the Hamiltonian and the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck parts, and discretizing the
Hamiltonian part with a second-order scheme. This corresponds to the following evolution operators of
Geometric Langevin Algorithm (GLA) type:
PgC;A;B;AD t = e
gD tCeD tA=2eD tBeD tA=2; PgC;B;A;BD t = e
gD tCeD tB=2eD tAeD tB=2;
PA;B;A;gCD t = e
D tA=2eD tBeD tA=2egD tC; PB;A;B;gCD t = e
D tB=2eD tAeD tB=2egD tC:
(2.13)
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2.3 Ergodicity results for splitting schemes
Let us now give some technical results on the ergodic behavior of the splitting schemes presented in Sec-
tion 2.2, generically denoting in this section by PD t the evolution operator (we do not denote explicitly
the dependence on the friction parameter g although the constants appearing in the results below a priori
depend on this parameter). Ergodicity results for a fixed value of D t are obtained with techniques similar to
the ones presented in Meyn & Tweedie (2009), by mimicking the proofs presented for certain discretization
schemes of the Langevin equation in Mattingly et al. (2002); Talay (2002); Bou-Rabee & Owhadi (2010).
A more subtle point is to obtain rates of convergence which are uniform in the time-step D t. We are able
here to prove such results by relying on the fact that the position spaceM is compact.
The proof is based on two preliminary results, namely a uniform drift inequality or Lyapunov condition
and a uniform minorization condition (see Section 4.2 for the proof). The term uniform refers to estimates
which are independent of the time-step D t. To obtain such estimates, we have to consider evolutions over
fixed times T ' nD t, which amounts to iterating the elementary evolution PD t over dT=D te time steps
(where dxe denotes the smallest integer larger than x).
LEMMA 2.2 (Uniform Lyapunov condition) Consider the family of Lyapunov functions for s 2 N:
Ks(q; p) = 1+ jpj2s: (2.14)
For any s 2 N, there exist D t > 0 and Ca;Cb > 0 such that, for any 16 s6 s and 0< D t 6 D t,
PD tKs 6 aD tKs+bD t ; 06 aD t 6 exp( CaD t) ; 06 bD t 6CbD t: (2.15)
In particular, for any T > 0,
PdT=D teD t Ks 6 exp( CaT )Ks+
2Cb
Ca
: (2.16)
LEMMA 2.3 (Uniform minorization condition) Consider T > 0 sufficiently large, and fix any pmax > 0.
There exist D t;a > 0 and a probability measure n such that, for any bounded, measurable non-negative
function f , and any 0< D t 6 D t,
inf
jpj6pmax

PdT=D teD t f

(q; p)> a
Z
E
f (q; p)n(dqdp):
Lemma 2.3 ensures that the Assumption 2 in Hairer & Mattingly (2011) holds for any choice of Lya-
punov function Ks (s > 1), provided pmax is chosen to be sufficiently large. The uniform minorization
condition can formally be rewritten as
8(q0; p0) 2M B(0; pmax); PD t

(q0; p0);dqdp

> an(dqdp):
We present a direct proof of Lemma 2.3 in Section 4.2. Extending this result to unbounded position
spaces is much more difficult in general, see for instance recent works assuming non-degeneracy of the
noise Klokov & Veretennikov (2006, 2013); Bou-Rabee & Hairer (2013).
Let us now precisely state the ergodicity result. To this end, we need to define the Banach spaces
L¥Ks =

y measurable
 yKs 2 L¥(E )

;
endowed with the norms
kykL¥Ks =
 yKs

L¥
:
PROPOSITION 2.3 (Ergodicity of numerical schemes) Fix s > 1. For any 0 < g < +¥, there exists D t
such that, for any 0 < D t 6 D t, the Markov chain associated with PD t has a unique invariant probability
measure mg ;D t , which admits a density with respect to the Lebesgue measure dqdp, and has finite moments:
For any 16 s6 s, Z
E
Ks dmg ;D t 6
bD t
1 aD t 6
Cb
Ca
<+¥; (2.17)
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uniformly in the time step D t. There also exist l ;K > 0 (depending on s and g but not on D t) such that,
for almost all (q; p) 2 E , and for all functions f 2 L¥Ks ,
8n 2 N;
(PnD t f )(q; p) Z
E
fdmg ;D t
6 KKs(q; p)e lnD t k fkL¥Ks : (2.18)
Let us emphasize again that, compared to the results of Mattingly et al. (2002); Talay (2002); Bou-
Rabee & Owhadi (2010), the only new estimate is the uniform-in-D t decay rate in (2.18), which follows
from an application of the results of Hairer & Mattingly (2011) to the sampled chain PdT=D teD t (see Sec-
tion 4.2 for further precisions). Recall also that the convergence rates we obtain depend on the friction
parameter g .
An interesting consequence of the above estimates is that we are able to obtain a uniform control on
the resolvent of the operator Id PD t . Such a bound will prove useful to control approximation errors in
Green-Kubo type formulas (see Section 2.5). Note indeed that the estimate (2.18) implies the operator
bound
kPnD tkB(L¥Ks;D t ) 6 K e
 lnD t ;
on the Banach space
L¥Ks;D t =

y 2 L¥Ks
Z
E
y dmg ;D t = 0

:
Note that L¥Ks;D t depends both on D t and g through mg ;D t , although the dependence on g is not explicitly
written. This proves that the series
+¥
å
n=0
PnD t
is well defined as a bounded operator on L¥Ks;D t , and in fact is equal to (Id PD t) 1 since
(Id PD t)
+¥
å
n=0
PnD t = Id:
We also have the bound(Id PD t) 1
B(L¥Ks ;D t )
6
+¥
å
n=0
kPnD tkB(L¥Ks;D t ) 6
K
1  e lD t 6
2K
lD t
provided D t is sufficiently small. Let us summarize this result as follows.
COROLLARY 2.1 For any s 2 N, there exist D t > 0 and R > 0 such that, for all 0 6 s 6 s, a uniform
resolvent bound holds: for any 0< D t 6 D t,

Id PD t
D t
 1
B(L¥Ks ;D t )
6 R: (2.19)
2.4 Error estimates for finite frictions
In this section we study the error on the average of sufficiently smooth functions, which allows us to
characterize the corrections to the invariant measure. In Theorems 2.5 and 2.7, below, we characterize all
the first- and second-order splittings; the technique of proof allows us to provide a rigorous study of the
error estimates in the overdamped regime (see Section 2.6) and for nonequilibrium systems (see Section 3).
If only the order of magnitude of the correction is of interest, and not the expression of the correction
in itself, no regularity on the derivatives is required (see Bou-Rabee & Owhadi (2010)), in contrast to
situations where such corrections are explicitly considered, as in Talay (2002) for instance. In the latter
article, results are stated for smooth functions having a sufficient number of derivatives growing at most
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polynomially. Here and in the sequel, we will also consider such functions. Note that, since the position
space is compact, only the growth in the momentum variable has to be controlled.
For some functionK > 1, let us introduce the spacesW n;¥K defined recursively asW
0;¥
K = L
¥
K and
W n;¥K =
n
f 2 L¥K
Ñ f 2 W n 1;¥K 2dN o:
Note thatW n;¥K  Hn(m) when the functionK is in L2(m) (since in this case L¥K  L2(m)).
DEFINITION 2.4 (Sufficiently smooth functions) The set S of smooth functions is the set of functions
f 2 L2(m) such that, for any m> 0, there exists s> 0 (depending on f and m) so that f 2Wm;¥Ks (withKs
defined in (2.14)).
A slight extension of the results of Talay (2002) (briefly sketched in Section 4.3.1) allows us to show
that the set fS = f 2S Z
E
f dm = 0

is stable with respect toL  1. This result could also probably be obtained by appropriately modifying the
proofs from Eckmann & Hairer (2003); He´rau & Nier (2004) to account for compact position spaces. Let
us finally mention that the setS \Ker(p) is of course stable with respect toL  1ovd .
2.4.1 Relating invariant measures of two numerical schemes. We classified in Section 2.2 the numerical
schemes according to the order of appearance of the elementary operators. More precisely, we considered
schemes to be similar when the global ordering of the operators is the same but the operations are started
and ended differently, as in (2.12) above (see also (2.20) below for an abstract definition). We motivate here
why we resorted to this classification: It is indeed straightforward to obtain the expression of the invariant
measure of one scheme when the expression for another one is given.
We state the result in an abstract fashion for two schemes PD t = UD tTD t and QD t = TD tUD t (which
implies the condition (2.20) below). See (2.12) for a concrete example.
LEMMA 2.4 (Here and elsewhere: TU lemma) Consider two numerical schemes with associated evolution
operators PD t ;QD t , and for which there exist operatorsUD t ;TD t such that, for all n> 1,
QnD t = TD tP
n 1
D t UD t : (2.20)
We also assume that both schemes are ergodic with associated invariant measures denoted respectively by
mP;D t , mQ;D t : For almost all (q; p) 2 E and all bounded measurable functions f ,
lim
n!+¥P
n
D t f (q; p) =
Z
E
f dmP;D t ; limn!+¥Q
n
D t f (q; p) =
Z
E
f dmQ;D t :
Then, for all bounded measurable functions j ,Z
E
j dmQ;D t =
Z
E
(UD tj)dmP;D t : (2.21)
The proof of this result relies on the simple observation that, for a given initial measure r with a
smooth density with respect to the Lebesgue measure, the ergodicity assumption (implied by conditions
such as (2.18)) ensures thatZ
E
j dmQ;D t = limn!+¥
Z
E
QnD tj dr = limn!+¥
Z
E
TD tPn 1D t (UD tj) dr =
Z
E
(UD tj)dmP;D t :
Let us now show how we will use Lemma 2.4 in the sequel. Assume that a weak error estimate holds
on the invariant measure mP;D t : there exist a > 1 and a function fa 2S such thatZ
E
y dmP;D t =
Z
E
y dm+D ta
Z
E
y fa dm+D ta+1ry;a;D t ;
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with jry;a ;D t j 6 K for D t sufficiently small. Combining this equality and (2.21), the following expansion
is obtained for mQ;D t :Z
E
y dmQ;D t =
Z
E
(UD ty)dmP;D t =
Z
E
(UD ty)dm+D ta
Z
E
(UD ty) fa dm+D ta+1rUD ty;a ;D t :
In general, for an evolution operatorUD t preserving the measure m at order d > 1, we can write
UD t = Id+D tA1+   +D td 1Ad 1+D td Sd +D td+1Rd ;D t ;
where the operatorsAk preserve the measure m (equalities such as (2.3) hold withL replaced byAk), and
the operator Sd does not. Typically, Ak is a composition of the operators A+B and C. Three cases should
then be distinguished:
(i) When d > a+1, the weak error in the invariant measure mQ;D t is of the same order as for mP;D t sinceZ
E
y dmQ =
Z
E
y dm+D ta
Z
E
y fa dm+D ta+1ery;a;d ;D t :
(ii) For d 6 a 1, the weak error in the invariant measure mQ arises at dominant order from the operator
UD t : Z
E
y dmQ =
Z
E
y dm+D td
Z
E
y
 
Sd1

dm+D td+1ery;a;d ;D t :
(iii) The interesting case corresponds to a = d . In this situation,Z
E
y dmQ =
Z
E
y dm+D ta
Z
E
y ( fa +Sa1) dm+D ta+1ery;a;d ;D t : (2.22)
An increase in the order of the error on the invariant measure is obtained when the leading order
correction vanishes for all admissible observables y , that is, if and only if fa +Sa1= 0.
2.4.2 First-order schemes. The following result characterizes at leading order the invariant measure
of the schemes based on a first-order splitting (see Section 2.2.1). We first study the error estimates in
the invariant measure of the schemes PgC;B;AD t , P
gC;A;B
D t (which can be interpreted as GLA schemes with a
symplectic Euler discretization of the Hamiltonian part Bou-Rabee & Owhadi (2010)), and then deduce
error estimates for the four remaining schemes introduced in Section 2.2.1 by making use of Lemma 2.4.
The proof can be found in Section 4.4.
THEOREM 2.5 Consider any of the first order splittings presented in Section 2.2.1, and denote by mg ;D t(dqdp)
its invariant measure. Then there exists a smooth function f1;g such that, for any function y 2S ,Z
E
y(q; p)mg ;D t(dqdp) =
Z
E
y(q; p)m(dqdp)+D t
Z
E
y(q; p) f1;g(q; p)m(dqdp)+D t2ry;g;D t ; (2.23)
where the remainder ry;g;D t is uniformly bounded for D t sufficiently small. The expressions of the correc-
tion functions f1;g depend on the numerical scheme at hand. They are defined as
L g f
gC;B;A
1 = 
1
2
(A+B)g; g(q; p) = b pTM 1ÑV (q);
f gC;A;B1 = f
A;B;gC
1 =  f B;A;gC1 =  f gC;B;A1 ;
f A;gC;B1 =  f B;gC;A1 = f gC;B;A1  g:
(2.24)
It is in fact possible to uniformly control the remainder ry;g;D t thanks to functional inequalities such
as (4.12).
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REMARK 2.1 Note that the equations (2.24) could be analytically solved if, instead of the fluctuation/dissipation
operatorC, we were using the mass-weighted differential operator as in Leimkuhler & Matthews (2013a):
CM = pTÑp+ 1bM : Ñ
2
p:
The corresponding generator Lg;M = A+ B+ gCM is associated with a Langevin dynamics where the
friction force is proportional to the momenta rather than velocities. A simple computation shows that
 1
2
(A+B)g=L g ;M

b
2
V  g

:
The condition (2.24) would be replaced by L g;M f
gC;B;A
1 =  (A+B)g=2, so that f gC;B;A1 = bV=2  g+ c
where c is a constant ensuring that f gC;B;A1 has a vanishing average with respect to m .
2.4.3 Hamiltonian limit of the correction term. For first order splitting schemes, the limit of the leading
order correction term in (2.23) can be studied in the limit when g! 0. Not surprisingly, it turns out that the
leading order correction is the first term in the expansion of the modified Hamiltonian in powers of D t. In
contrast to the more complete proof we are able to present for the overdamped limit (see Section 2.6), we
were not able to study the behavior of the remainder terms ry;g;D t in (2.23). There is a technical obstruction
to controlling these remainders from the way we prove our results since the limiting operator L0 = A+B
is not invertible. Let us also mention that studying the corresponding Hamiltonian limit for second order
schemes turns out to be a much more difficult question (see Remark 2.2).
PROPOSITION 2.6 There exists a constant K > 0 such that, for all 0< g 6 1, f gC;B;A1   b2 pTM 1ÑV

L2(m)
6 Kg;
with similar estimates for f B;gC;A1 and f
B;A;gC
1 ; and f gC;A;B1 + b2 pTM 1ÑV

L2(m)
6 Kg;
with similar estimates for f A;gC;B1 and f
A;B;gC
1 .
The proof of this result is provided in Section 4.5.
2.4.4 Second-order schemes. The following result characterizes at leading order the invariant measure
of the schemes based on a second-order splitting (see Section 2.2.2).
THEOREM 2.7 Consider any of the second order splittings presented in Section 2.2.2, and denote by
mg ;D t(dqdp) its invariant measure. Then there exists a smooth function f2;g such that, for any function
y 2S ,Z
E
y(q; p)mg ;D t(dqdp) =
Z
E
y(q; p)m(dqdp)+D t2
Z
E
y(q; p) f2;g(q; p)m(dqdp)+D t4ry;g ;D t ; (2.25)
where the remainder ry;g;D t is uniformly bounded for D t sufficiently small. The expressions of the correc-
tion functions f2;g depend on the numerical scheme at hand. They are defined as
L g f
gC;B;A;B;gC
2 =
1
12
(A+B)

A+
B
2

g

; g(q; p) = b pTM 1ÑV (q);
L g f
gC;A;B;A;gC
2 = 
1
12
(A+B)

B+
A
2

g

;
f A;B;gC;B;A2 = f
gC;B;A;B;gC
2 +
1
8
(A+B)g;
f B;A;gC;A;B2 = f
gC;A;B;A;gC
2  
1
8
(A+B)g:
(2.26)
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It can be checked that the expressions of f B;A;gC;A;B2 and f
A;B;gC;B;A
2 agree with the ones presented
in Leimkuhler & Matthews (2013a). Let us emphasize that no D t3 correction term appears in (2.25) after
the D t2 term. In fact, a more careful treatment would allow us to write an error expansion in terms of higher
orders of D t, with only even powers of D t appearing.
The proof of this result is given in Section 4.6. We use as reference schemes for the proofs the schemes
PgC;A;B;A;gCD t , P
gC;B;A;B;gC
D t . These schemes indeed turn out to be particularly convenient to study the over-
damped limit.
The results from Theorem 2.7 allow us to obtain error estimates for the so-called Geometric Langevin
Algorithms (GLA) introduced in Bou-Rabee & Owhadi (2010). Recall the somewhat surprising result
that the error in the invariant measure of the GLA schemes is of order D t p for a discretization of order p
of the Hamiltonian part, even though the strong order of the scheme is only one. The following result
complements the estimate given in Bou-Rabee & Owhadi (2010) by making precise the leading order
corrections to the invariant measure of the numerical scheme with respect to the canonical measure (see
the proof in Section 4.7).
COROLLARY 2.2 (Error estimates for GLA schemes) Consider one of the GLA schemes defined in (2.13),
and denote by mg ;D t(dqdp) its invariant measure. Then there exist smooth functions f2;g and f3;g such that,
for any function y 2S ,Z
E
y(q; p)mg ;D t(dqdp) =
Z
E
y(q; p)m(dqdp)+D t2
Z
E
y(q; p) f2;g(q; p)m(dqdp)
+D t3
Z
E
y(q; p) f3;g(q; p)m(dqdp)+D t4ry;g;D t ;
(2.27)
where the remainder ry;g;D t is uniformly bounded for D t sufficiently small. The expressions of the correc-
tion functions f2;g and f3;g are
f gC;A;B;A2 = f
gC;A;B;A;gC
2 ; f
gC;A;B;A
3 = 
g
2
C f gC;A;B;A2 ;
f gC;B;A;B2 = f
gC;B;A;BgC
2 ; f
gC;B;A;B
3 = 
g
2
C f gC;B;A;B2 :
(2.28)
Note that the leading order term of the error is the same as for the corresponding second order splitting
schemes. The next order correction (of order D t3) vanishes for functions y depending only on the position
variable q.
REMARK 2.2 (Hamiltonian limit of the correction functions f2;g ) Proving a result similar to Proposition 2.6
for second order splitting schemes or GLA schemes turns out to be much more difficult, although we
formally expect that the limit of f2;g as g ! 0 is the first order correction of the modified Hamiltonian
constructed by backward analysis. From (2.26), it should indeed be the case that f gC;B;A;B;gC2 converges to
f B;A;B2 = 
1
12

A+
B
2

g:
Moreover, as we already mentioned before Proposition 2.6, we are not able to uniformly control remainder
terms in the error expansion (2.25) as g ! 0.
2.5 Numerical estimation of the correction term
The results of Section 2.4 show that the leading order correction terms for an observable y can be written
as Z
E
y(q; p) fg(q; p)m(dqdp); (2.29)
where the function fg is the solution of a Poisson equation
L g fg = gg ; (2.30)
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the function gg depending on the numerical scheme at hand. It is in general impossible to analytically
solve (2.30), and very difficult to numerically approximate its solution since it is a very high-dimensional
partial differential equation. It is however possible to rewrite (2.29) as some integrated correlation function,
a quantity which is amenable to numerical approximation. This is a standard way of computing transport
coefficients based on Green-Kubo formulae, see the summary provided in Section 3.1. It provides here
a way to compute the first order correction in the perfect sampling bias with a single simulation (as an
alternative to Romberg extrapolation, which requires at least two simulations at different time steps Talay
& Tubaro (1990)).
2.5.1 Error estimates. The approach we follow is based on the following operator identity (which makes
sense onH 1 for instance, in view of (2.5))
L  1g = 
Z +¥
0
etLg dt:
Since Z
E

etLgy

gg dm = E

y(qt ; pt)gg(q0; p0)

;
where the expectation is over all initial conditions (q0; p0) distributed according to m and over all realiza-
tions of equilibrium Langevin dynamics (2.1), the leading order correction term (2.29) can be rewritten
as Z
E
y(q; p) fg(q; p)m(dqdp) = 
Z +¥
0
E

y(qt ; pt)gg(q0; p0)

dt: (2.31)
The following result (proved in Section 4.8) shows how to approximate quantities such as (2.31) up to
errors O(D ta), when the invariant measure of the numerical scheme is correct up to terms of order O(D ta)
(as discussed in Section 2.4). The fundamental ingredient is the replacement of the observable y by some
modified observable (in the spirit of backward analysis). Let us emphasize that we do not require the
numerical scheme to be of weak or strong order p in itself. For instance, GLA schemes are only first order
correct on trajectories Bou-Rabee & Owhadi (2010), but nonetheless may have invariant measures which
are very close to m . To somewhat simplify the notation, we do not denote explicitly the dependencies in g
(although the reader should keep them in mind).
THEOREM 2.8 Consider a numerical method with an invariant measure mD t such that, for y 2S ,Z
E
y dmD t =
Z
E
y dm+D tary;D t ; (2.32)
where the remainder ry;D t is uniformly bounded for D t small enough, and assume that its evolution operator
PD t is such that
  Id PD t
D t
=L +D tS1+   +D ta 1Sa 1+D ta eRa ;D t : (2.33)
Then, the integrated correlation of two observables y;j 2S such thatZ
E
y dm =
Z
E
j dm = 0; (2.34)
can be approximated by a Riemann sum up to an error of order D ta :Z +¥
0
E

y(qt ; pt)j(q0; p0)

dt = D t
+¥
å
n=0
ED t
  eyD t;a (qn; pn)j  q0; p0+D tary;jD t ; (2.35)
where ry;jD t is uniformly bounded for D t sufficiently small, the expectation ED t is over all initial conditions
(q0; p0) distributed according to mD t , and over all realizations of the Markov chain induced by PD t , and the
modified observable eyD t;a is
eyD t;a = yD t;a  Z
E
yD t;a dmD t ; yD t;a =
 
Id+D t S1L  1+   +D ta 1Sa 1L  1

y: (2.36)
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In the particular case a = 2, which is in fact the most relevant one from a practical viewpoint, it is
possible not to modify the observable y when the discrete generator is correct at order 2 (see (2.37) below
for a precise statement), upon considering a time discretization of the integral which leads to errors of
order D t2, for instance a trapezoidal rule. The following result is obtained by an appropriate application of
Theorem 2.8 (see Section 4.8 for the proof).
COROLLARY 2.3 (Trapezoidal rule for second order schemes) Consider a numerical scheme whose dis-
crete generator is correct at order 2:
  Id PD t
D t
=L +
D t
2
L 2+D t2 eRD t : (2.37)
Then, for two observables j ;y 2S satisfying (2.34),Z +¥
0
E

y(qt ; pt)j(q0; p0)

dt
=
D t
2
ED t

yD t;0
 
q0; p0

j
 
q0; p0

+D t
+¥
å
n=1
ED t

yD t;0 (qn; pn)j
 
q0; p0

+D t2ry;jD t ;
(2.38)
where ry;jD t is bounded for D t sufficiently small and
yD t;0 = y 
Z
E
y dmD t :
2.5.2 Numerical approximation. There are two principal ways to estimate the expectations in (2.35)
or (2.38), using either several independent realizations of the nonequilibrium dynamics or a single, long
trajectory, see for instance the discussion in (Tuckerman, 2010, Section 13.4). WhenK independent realiza-
tions (qn;k; pn;k) are generated for Niter time steps each, starting from initial conditions distributed according
to mD t , the expectation in (2.35) may be approximated using empirical averages of the correlation functions
as
D t
K
K
å
k=1
Niter
å
n=0
h
yD t;a

qn;k; pn;k

 YK;NiterD t;a
i
j

q0;k; p0;k

;
where a = 1 and yD t;1 = y for first order splittings; while a = 2 and yD t;2 = (1+D tL =2)y for second
order ones since S1 = L 2=2 for the schemes presented in Section 2.2.2 (see for instance (4.25)). The
empirical averageYM;NiterD t;p reads
YM;NiterD t;a =
1
K(1+Niter)
K
å
k=1
Niter
å
n=0
yD t;a

qn;k; pn;k

:
This formula highlights the other errors arising from the discretization: (i) a statistical error related to the
finiteness of K and to the fact that initial conditions are obtained in practice by subsampling a single, long
trajectory; (ii) a truncation error related to the finiteness of Niter.
2.5.3 Numerical illustration. We illustrate the convergence results (2.35) and (2.38) for a simple two-
dimensional system. We denote q= (x;y) 2M = (2pT)2, and consider the potential
V (q) = 2cos(2x)+ cos(y):
The inverse temperature is fixed to b = 1 and we consider a trivial mass matrixM= Id with unit friction g =
1. Trajectory data is taken from 103 independent runs of fixed time interval 2108, with the aim to compute
the integral of the velocity autocorrelation function. Using the second order PgC;B;A;B;gCD t scheme, applying
the appropriate correction function (2.38) gives the predicted order D t2 result, while the standard Riemann
approximation has errors of order D t. In the numerical results in Figure 1 the corrected approximation
gives marginally better results than the trapezoidal rule (though of the same order) due to additional higher
order terms being included.
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FIG. 1. Left: The error in the value of the integrated velocity autocorrelation function is compared at a number of time steps when
computed using a Riemann sum (blue) or the correction term provided in (2.35) (red). The result from computing the integral using the
trapezoidal rule (green) is also shown. Right: The error in the computed average of total energy is plotted (blue), with the correction
term computed using the same stepsize (red) demonstrating the practical application of the method. We can test the validity of (2.25)
in principle by computing the correction more accurately at a smaller time step in a separate simulation, this result is plotted in green.
All results are computed using the scheme associated with PgC;B;A;B;gCD t with b = g = 1.
Let us now numerically confirm the error estimates (2.23)-(2.25)-(2.27). More precisely, we show that,
provided the leading correction term (2.29) is estimated by discretizing (2.31) using (2.38) and subtracted
from the estimated result, canonical averages are estimated up to errors of order D t4 for second order
splittings instead of D t2 without the correction. We use the same trajectory data as above to approximate
the canonical average of the total system energy H. We test the effectiveness of the correction both in
practice and principle, by computing the observed average and correction term in the same simulation in
the former case, while computing a more accurate correction term independently in the latter case (using a
smaller time step D t = 0:1). The results are shown in the right panel of Figure 1.
2.6 Overdamped limit
We study in this section the overdamped limit g ! +¥, assuming that the mass matrix is M = Id. We
first study the consistency of the invariant measures of limiting numerical schemes in Section 2.6.1, before
stating precise convergence results for second order splitting schemes in Section 2.6.2. We finally relate in
Section 2.6.3 the overdamped limit of the correction terms obtained for finite g to the correction obtained
by directly studying the overdamped limit.
2.6.1 Overdamped limits of splitting schemes. The only part of the numerical schemes where the friction
enters is the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process on momenta. The limit g ! +¥ for D t > 0 fixed amounts to
resampling momenta according to the Gaussian distribution k(dp) at all time steps. For instance, the
numerical scheme associated with the evolution operator PgC;B;A;B;gCD t reduces to
qn+1 = qn  D t
2
2
ÑV (qn)+
D tp
b
Gn; (2.39)
where (Gn) are independent and identically distributed standard Gaussian random variables. This is indeed
a consistent discretization of the overdamped process (2.8) with an effective time step h = D t2=2, and the
invariant measure of this numerical scheme is close to m . Other schemes may have non-trivial large friction
limits and invariant measures close to m . This is the case for the scheme associated with the evolution
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operator PB;A;gC;A;BD t , for which the limiting discrete dynamics reads Leimkuhler & Matthews (2013a)
qn+1 = qn  D t
2
2
ÑV (qn)+
D t
2
p
b
(Gn+Gn+1); (2.40)
where (Gn) are independent and identically distributed standard Gaussian random variables. Note that (qn)
is not a Markov chain due to the correlations in the random noises.
On the other hand, the limits of the invariant measures associated with certain schemes are not consis-
tent with the canonical measure m . This is the case for the first-order schemes, as well as the second order
splittings listed in item (iii) in Section 2.2.2. For instance, the limit of the scheme associated with PgC;A;BD t
reads
qn+1 = qn+
D tp
b
Gn:
The invariant measure of this Markov chain is the uniform measure onM , and is therefore very different
from the invariant measure m of the continuous dynamics (2.8) (it amounts to setting V = 0). As another
example, consider the limit of the scheme associated with PgC;B;AD t :
qn+1 = qn D t2ÑV (qn)+ D tp
b
Gn:
This is the Euler-Maruyama discretization of (2.8) with an effective time step h = D t2 but an inverse
temperature 2b rather than b .
2.6.2 Rigorous error estimates. The following result quantifies the errors of the invariant measure of
second order splitting schemes of Langevin dynamics, for large values of g . We restrict ourselves to the
second order splittings where the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck part is either at the ends or in the middle (cate-
gories (i) and (ii) in Section 2.2.2). From a technical viewpoint, we are able here to bound remainder
terms uniformly in g by relying on the properties of the limiting operatorL  1ovd . The result we obtain is the
following (see Section 4.9 for the proof).
THEOREM 2.9 Consider any of the second order splittings presented in Section 2.2.2, denote by mg ;D t(dqdp)
its invariant measure, and by mg ;D t(dq) its marginal in the position variable. Then there exists a function
f2;¥ = f2;¥(q) such that, for any smooth function y = y(q) and g > 1,Z
M
y(q)mg;D t(dq) =
Z
M
y dm+D t2
Z
M
y f2;¥ dm+ ry;g;D t ;
where the remainder is of order D t4 up to terms exponentially small in gD t. More precisely, there exist
constants a;b> 0 and k > 0 (depending on y) such thatry;g ;D t 6 aD t4+be kgD t :
The expression of f2;¥ depends on the numerical scheme at hand:
f gC;B;A;B;gC2;¥ (q) =
1
8
  2DV +b jÑV j2+ab ;V  ; ab ;V = Z
M
DV dm = b
Z
M
jÑV j2 dm;
f A;B;gC;B;A2;¥ (q) = 
1
8
 
DV  ab ;V

;
f gC;A;B;A;gC2;¥ (q) =
1
8
 
DV  b jÑV j2 ;
f B;A;gC;A;B2;¥ (q) = 0:
(2.41)
Two comments are in order. Note first that the result is stated for observables which depend only on
the position variable q since the limiting case g ! +¥ corresponds to a dynamics on the positions only.
There is anyway no restriction in stating the result using such observables since, as already discussed in the
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introduction, the error on the marginal in the position variables is the relevant error, momenta being trivial
to sample exactly under the canonical measure. Secondly, let us emphasize that the D t2 correction term
vanishes for the method associated with PB;A;gC;A;BD t (as already noted in Leimkuhler & Matthews (2013a)).
This is related to the fact that the corresponding discretization of overdamped Langevin dynamics (formally
obtained by setting g =+¥) has an invariant measure which is correct at second-order in the effective time
step h= D t2=2.
2.6.3 Overdamped limit of the correction terms. In order to relate the convergence result from Theo-
rem 2.9 to the error estimates from Theorem 2.7, we prove that the limit of the correction functions f2;g as
g ! +¥ agrees with the functions defined in (2.41) (see Section 4.10 for the proof). This can be seen as
a statement regarding the permutation of the limits g ! +¥ and D t ! 0 for the leading correction term,
namely, for a function y = y(q),
lim
D t!0
lim
g!+¥
1
D t2
Z
M
y dmg ;D t  
Z
M
y dm

= lim
g!+¥ limD t!0
1
D t2
Z
M
y dmg ;D t  
Z
M
y dm

= lim
g!+¥
Z
M
y
 
p f2;g

dm
=
Z
M
y f2;¥ dm:
The result is the following:
PROPOSITION 2.10 There exists a constant K > 0 such that, for all g > 1, f gC;B;A;B;gC2   18   2DV +b jÑV j2+ab ;V 

H1(m)
6 K
g
; f A;B;gC;B;A2   18   2DV +b pT (Ñ2V )p+ab ;V 

H1(m)
6 K
g
; f gC;A;B;A;gC2   18  DV  b jÑV j2

H1(m)
6 K
g
; f B;A;gC;A;B2   18  DV  b pT (Ñ2V )p

H1(m)
6 K
g
;
where the constant ab ;V is defined in (2.41).
Note that, as expected, the averages with respect to k(dp) of the above limiting functions coincide with
the functions f2;¥ given in (2.41), that is, p f2;g = f2;¥+O(g 1).
Let us also mention that the overdamped limit of the correction functions f1;g for first order splittings is
not well defined. This is not suprising since the invariant measures of the corresponding numerical schemes
are not consistent with m , as discussed in Section 2.6.1. For instance, combining (2.10) and the expressions
of the correction functions (2.24), we see for instance that there exists a constant K > 0 such that f gC;B;A1 + gb2 L  1ovdLovd;MV

H1(m)
6 K;
where
Lovd;M = M 1ÑV Ñq+ 1bM : Ñ
2
is the generator of the overdamped Langevin dynamics with non-trivial mass matrix:
dqt = M 1ÑV (qt)dt+
s
2
b
M 1=2 dWt :
Note that, whenM= Id, the solution can in fact be analytically computed as f gC;B;A1 = b (gV + pTÑV )=2.
In any case, f gC;B;A1 diverges as g !+¥.
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3. Nonequilibrium systems and the computation of transport coefficients
We discuss in this section the numerical estimation of transport properties such as the thermal conductivity,
the shear stress, etc. (see Evans & Morriss (2008); Tuckerman (2010) for general physical presentations
of the computation of transport coefficients, and (Stoltz, 2012, Section 3.1) for a mathematically oriented
introduction).
We consider the prototypical case of the estimation of the autodiffusion coefficient. In this situation, it
is relevant to consider nonequilibrium perturbations of the standard equilibrium Langevin dynamics, where
some external forcing arising from a constant force F 2 Rd is imposed to the system:8>><>>:
dqt =M 1pt dt;
dpt =

 ÑV (qt)+hF

dt  gM 1pt dt+
s
2g
b
dWt :
(3.1)
We denote by fL = F Ñp
the generator of the perturbation (considered as an operator on L2(m), with domain H1(m)). Note that the
constant force F does not derive from the gradient of a function onM . Therefore, the expression of the
invariant measure is unknown, but can be obtained as an expansion in powers of h when the magnitude of
the forcing is sufficiently small (see Section 3.1). The effect of the force is to create a non-zero average
velocity in the direction of F . The magnitude of the average velocity is a property of the system under
consideration. For small forcings, it is linear in h , with a constant of proportionality called the mobility
(see the definition (3.3) below).
We will also be interested in the overdamped limit of the nonequilibrium dynamics (3.1), which reads
dqt =

 ÑV (qt)+hF

dt+
s
2
b
dWt : (3.2)
The generator of this dynamics is Lovd+h fLovd with fLovd = F Ñq. In this case the physically relevant
response turns out to be the average force  F ÑV exerted in the direction F .
3.1 Definition of transport coefficients
Following the strategy advertised in Rey-Bellet (2006) (using the kinetic energy as a Lyapunov function),
it is easy to show that the dynamics (3.1) has a unique invariant probability measure mg;h(dqdp) with a
smooth density with respect to the Lebesgue measure for any value of h 2 R. The mobility nF;g is defined
as the linear response of the velocity in the direction F as the magnitude of the forcing goes to 0:
nF;g = lim
h!0
1
h
Z
E
FTM 1pmg;h(dqdp): (3.3)
From linear response theory (see for example the presentation in (Stoltz, 2012, Section 3.1), and the short
summary provided in Section 4.11), it can be shown that
nF;g =
Z
E
FTM 1p f0;1;g(q; p)m(dqdp); L g f0;1;g =  fL 1= bFTM 1p: (3.4)
The mobility can therefore be rewritten as the integrated autocorrelation function of the velocity in the
direction F :
nF;g = b
Z +¥
0
E
h 
FTM 1pt
 
FTM 1p0
i
dt; (3.5)
where the expectation is over all initial conditions (q0; p0) distributed according to m and for all realizations
of the equilibrium Langevin dynamics (2.1). From this relation, it is easily seen that the mobility is related
to the autodiffusion coefficient
DF;g = lim
t!+¥
E
h 
F  (qt  q0)
2i
2t
(3.6)
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as
nF;g = bDF;g :
In practice, the two most popular ways of estimating a transport coefficient rely on the Green-Kubo for-
mula (3.5) and the linear response of nonequilibrium dynamics in their steady-states (3.3). Since the error
estimates for Green-Kubo type formulas have already been discussed in Theorem 2.8, we will restrict
ourselves in the sequel to the analysis of the numerical errors introduced by nonequilibrium methods.
3.1.1 Overdamped limit. The overdamped limit of the mobility nF;g is studied in Hairer & Pavliotis
(2008), where the authors in fact consider the autodiffusion coefficientDF;g . First, it is easily shown that the
dynamics (3.2) admits a unique invariant probability measure, which we denote by mh(dq). The mobility
for the overdamped dynamics (3.2) is defined from the linear response of the projected force  F ÑV as
nF = lim
h!0
1
h
Z
M
 FTÑV (q)mh(dq) = b
Z
M
FTÑV (q)L  1ovd
 
FTÑV (q)

m(dq): (3.7)
The derivation of this formula is very similar to the one leading to (3.3). The following result summarizes
the limiting behavior of the mobility as the friction increases (recall that we set mass matrices to identity
when studying overdamped limits).
LEMMA 3.1 There exists K > 0 such that, for any g > 1,gnF;g  nF  jF j26 Kg :
This result is already contained in Hairer & Pavliotis (2008), but we nonetheless provide a short alter-
native proof in Section 4.11.2 (see Remark 4.1 for a more precise comparison of the results). It shows that,
in the overdamped regime g !+¥,
nF;g =
jF j2+nF
g
+O

1
g2

;
which suggests to estimate nF;g using the linear response of FTÑV for large frictions since this quantity is
expected to be a good approximation of nF – instead of relying on the standard linear response result (3.3),
for which the response is of order 1=g and hence difficult to reliably estimate. Error estimates on the
numerical approximation are deduced from (3.10) below.
3.2 Numerical schemes for the nonequilibrium Langevin dynamics
We present in this section numerical schemes approximating solutions of (3.1). These schemes reduce to
the schemes presented in Section 2.2 when h = 0. Since the aim is to decompose the evolution generated
byLg +h fL into analytically integrable parts, there are two principal options: either replace B by
Bh = B+h fL
or replace C by C+h fL . However, the schemes built on the latter option do not perform correctly in the
overdamped limit since their invariant measures are not consistent with the invariant measures of nonequi-
librium overdamped Langevin dynamics (3.2). More precisely, consider for instance the first order scheme
generated by PA;B;gC+h
fL
D t = e
D t AeD t BeD t(gC+h fL ) in the case when M = Id:8>>>><>>>>:
qn+1 = qn+D t pn;epn+1 = pn D tÑV (qn+1);
pn+1 = aD t epn+1+ 1 aD tg hF+
s
1 a2D t
b
Gn;
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where aD t is defined after (2.11). As g!+¥, a standard Euler-Maruyama discretization of the equilibrium
overdamped Langevin dynamics (i.e. h = 0) is obtained, whereas we would like to obtain a consistent
discretization of the nonequilibrium overdamped Langevin dynamics (3.2). We therefore rather consider
schemes obtained by replacing B with B+h fL , such as the first order splitting
PA;B+h
fL ;gC
D t = e
D t AeD t(B+h
fL )egD tC;
or the second order splitting
PgC;B+h
fL ;A;B+h fL ;C
D t = e
gD tC=2eD t(B+h
fL )=2eD t AeD t(B+h fL )=2egD tC=2:
The numerical scheme associated with the first order splitting scheme PA;B+h
fL ;gC
D t8>>>>><>>>>>:
qn+1 = qn+D t pn;
epn+1 = pn D tÑV (qn+1)+hF;
pn+1 = aD t epn+1+
s
1 a2D t
b
Gn;
indeed is, in the limit as g ! +¥, a consistent discretization of the nonequilibrium Langevin dynam-
ics (3.2), and its invariant measure turns out to converge to the invariant measure of (3.2) in the limit
D t ! 0.
Following the lines of proof of Proposition 2.3, it can be shown that there exists a unique invariant
measure mg ;h ;D t for the corresponding Markov chains. The crucial point is that the gradient structure of the
force term is never used explicitly in the proofs since we solely rely on the boundedness of the force, so that
we are able to obtain convergence results and moment estimates which are independent of the magnitude h
of the forcing term provided h is in a bounded subset of R. We denote below by Pg;h ;D t the evolution
operator associated with the numerical schemes.
PROPOSITION 3.1 (Ergodicity of numerical schemes for nonequilibrium systems) Fix s > 1 and h > 0.
For any 0< g <+¥, there exists D t such that, for any 0< D t 6 D t and 06 h 6 h, the Markov chain
associated with Pg;h ;D t has a unique invariant probability measure mg ;h ;D t , which admits a density with
respect to the Lebesgue measure dqdp, and has finite moments: There exists R > 0 such that, for any
16 s6 s, Z
E
Ks dmg ;h ;D t 6 R<+¥;
uniformly in the time step D t and the forcing magnitude h . There also exist l ;K > 0 (depending on s, g
and h but not on D t) such that, for almost all (q; p) 2 E , and for all functions f 2 L¥Ks ,
8n 2 N;
Png;h ;D t f(q; p) Z
E
fdmg ;h ;D t
6 KKs(q; p)e lnD t k fkL¥Ks :
Let us emphasize that we do not have any control on the convergence rate l in terms of h, and it could
well be that l goes to 0 as h increases.
3.3 Error estimates on transport coefficients from nonequilibrium methods
The following result provides error estimates for the invariant measure for the first order or second order
splittings schemes of Section 2.2.2 when B is replaced by Bh .
THEOREM 3.2 Denote by p the order of the splitting scheme, by fa;0;g the leading order correction function
in the case h = 0 as given by Theorem 2.5 for a = 1 and by Theorem 2.7 for a = 2. Then, there exists a
function fa;1;g 2 H1(m) such that, for any smooth function y 2S , there exist D t;h > 0 and a constant
K > 0 for which, for all 06 h 6 h, 0< D t 6 D t,Z
E
y dmg ;h ;D t =
Z
E
y

1+h f0;1;g +D ta fa;0;g +hD ta fa ;1;g

dm+ ry;g ;h ;D t ;
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where f0;1;g is defined in (3.4), andry;g;h ;D t 6 K(h2+D ta+1); ry;g ;h ;D t   ry;g ;0;D t 6 Kh(h+D ta+1):
The proof of this result can be read in Section 4.12. Note that the remainder term now collects higher
order terms both as powers of the time-step and the nonequilibrium parameter h . The estimates we obtain
on the remainder are however compatible with taking the linear response limit, as made precise by the
following error estimate on the transport coefficient (which is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.2).
In order to state the result, we introduce the reference linear response for an observable y
Dy;g;0 = lim
h!0
1
h
Z
E
y dmg;h  
Z
E
y dmg

;
and its numerical approximation
Dy;g ;D t = lim
h!0
1
h
Z
E
y dmg ;h ;D t  
Z
E
y dmg ;D t

:
It is often the case that y has a vanishing average with respect to m , as is the case for the function FTM 1p
in (3.3). In general, it however has a non-zero average with respect to the invariant measure mg ;D t of the
numerical scheme associated with a discretization of the equilibrium dynamics.
COROLLARY 3.1 There exist D t;h > 0 and a constant K > 0 such that, for all 06 h 6 h, 0< D t 6 D t,
Dy;g;D t =Dy;g;0+D ta
Z
E
y fa;1;g dm+D ta+1ry;g;D t ;
where ry;g;D t is uniformly bounded.
In particular, we obtain the following estimate on the numerically computed mobility:
nF;g;D t = lim
h!0
1
h
Z
E
FTM 1pmD t;h(dqdp) 
Z
E
FTM 1pmD t;0(dqdp)

(3.8)
= nF;g +D ta
Z
E
FTM 1p fa;1;g dm+D ta+1rg;D t ; (3.9)
where the reference mobility nF;g is defined in (3.4).
3.3.1 Numerical illustration. We consider the same system as in Section 2.5.3, with an external force
F = (1;0) and K + 1 forcing strengths hk = (k  1)Dh uniformly spaced in the interval [0;hmax] with
hmax = 0:5 (so that Dh = hmax=K). We fix the friction to g = 1 and the inverse temperature to b = 1. We
use a coupling strategy to reduce the statistical noise in the computation of the linear response (3.8). The
K+ 1 replicas of the system are started at the same position q = (0;0), with the same velocity (sampled
according to the canonical measure m). Each replica experiences the force  ÑV +hkF (Note that the first
replica experiences the reference force  ÑV corresponding to a discretization of the equilibrium dynam-
ics). Most importantly, the same Gaussian random numbers Gn are used for all replicas to discretize the
Brownian motion. Although not carefully documented here, this coupling strategy tremendously decreases
the statistical error in the computed linear responses. Such a coupling strategy was already proposed for
exclusion processes in Goodman & Lin (2009). However, our experience shows that it fails for higher
dimensional systems with more complex potentials (such as Lennard-Jones fluids).
For a given value of the time step D t, we denote by (qk;n; pk;n)n>0 the discrete trajectory of the kth
replica. The linear response in the projected average velocity dvhk is approximated over Niter integration
steps as
dvhk =
Z
E
FTM 1pmD t;hk(dqdp) 
Z
E
FTM 1pmD t;0(dqdp)
' 1
Niter
Niter
å
n=1
FTM 1

pk;n  p1;n

= bvNiterhk :
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FIG. 2. Left: Linear response of the average velocity dvh as a function of h (K = 50) for the scheme associated with P
gC;Bh ;A;Bh ;gC
D t
and D t = 0:01;g = 1. A linear fit on the first ten values gives dvh ' 0:07416h , so that nF;g;D t = 0:07416 in this case. Right: Scaling of
the mobility nF;g;D t for the first order scheme P
A;Bh ;gC
D t and the second order scheme P
gC;Bh ;A;Bh ;gC
D t (with g = 1). The fits respectively
give nF;g ;D t ' 0:0740+0:0817D t and nF;g;D t ' 0:0741+0:197D t2.
We then estimate the mobility by a linear fit on the first K0 = 10 values of bvNiterhk considered as a function
of hk (see Figure 2, left). The value nF;g;D t is the estimated slope in the fit. The behavior of the mobility
nF;g;D t as a function of the time step is presented in Figure 2 (right) for the numerical schemes associated
with the first order splitting PA;Bh ;gCD t and the second order splitting P
gC;Bh ;A;Bh ;gC
D t . We used Niter = 41011
for the first order scheme, and Niter = 2:51011 for the second order one. The statistical error is very small
and error bars are therefore not reported. The computed mobilities can be fitted for small D t as
nF;g;D t ' 0:0740+0:0817D t
for the first-order splitting and
nF;g;D t ' 0:0741+0:197D t2
for the second order splitting scheme, in agreement with the theoretical prediction (3.9).
3.4 Error estimates in the overdamped limit
We now study the numerical errors arising in the simulation of nonequilibrium systems in the large friction
limit. We restrict ourselves to the second order splittings where the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck part is either at
the ends or in the middle (categories (i) and (ii) in Section 2.2.2). To state the result, we introduce the first
order correction to the invariant measure in terms of the magnitude of the nonequilibrium forcing, namely
(recall fLovd = F Ñq)
L ovd f0;1;¥ =  fL ovd1= bFTÑV:
A simple computation based on (2.10) shows that the functions f0;1;g defined in (3.4) converge in H1(m) to
f0;1;¥ (recall that we assume M = Id in the overdamped regime).
THEOREM 3.3 Denote by mg ;h ;D t(dq) the marginal of the invariant measure mg ;h ;D t of an admissible second
order splitting scheme in the position variable, and by f1;0;¥ the leading order correction function in the
case h = 0 as given by Theorem 2.9. Then, there exists a function f2;1;¥ 2H1(m) such that, for any smooth
function y 2S depending only on the position variable, there exist D t;h > 0 and constants K;k > 0
such that, for all 06 h 6 h, 0< D t 6 D t and g > 1,Z
M
y(q)mg ;h ;D t(dq) =
Z
M
y(q)

1+h f0;1;¥(q)+D t2 f2;0;¥(q)+hD t2 f2;1;¥

m(dq)+ ry;g ;h ;D t ;
with ry;g;h ;D t 6 Kh2+D t3+ e kgD t ; ry;g;h ;D t   ry;g;0;D t 6 Kh(h+D t3+ e kgD t):
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The proof is presented in Section 4.13. This result allows us to estimate the error in the computation
of the transport coefficient nF;g based on (3.7) and Lemma 3.1. Indeed, studying the linear response of the
observable  FTÑV and defining
nF;g;D t =  lim
h!0
1
h
Z
M
FTÑV (q)mg ;h ;D t(dq) 
Z
M
FTÑV (q)mg ;D t(dq)

;
it holds
nF = nF;g;D t +D t2
Z
M
FTÑV (q) f2;1;¥(q)m(dq)+ ry;g ;D t ;
with jry;g;D t j6 a(D t3+ e kgD t) for some a> 0. Therefore,
nF;g =
jF j2+nF
g
+O

1
g2

=
jF j2+nF;g;D t
g
+O

1
g2
;
D t2
g
;
e kgD t
g

: (3.10)
In the latter expression, nF;g;D t can be numerically estimated, as documented at the end of Section 3.3.
4. Proof of the results
Unless otherwise stated, the default norm k fk and scalar product h f ;gi are the ones associated with the
Hilbert space L2(m). Adjoint operators are also by default considered as adjoints on L2(m). Recall that
C =  1
b
ÑpÑp = 
1
b
N
å
i=1
d
å
a=1
¶ pi;a ¶pi;a ; (4.1)
with pi = (pi;1; : : : ; pi;d) since ¶ pi;a = ¶pi;a +b pi;a .
4.1 Large friction behavior ofL  1g
The proof of Lemma 2.1 follows the same lines as the proof of uniform hypocoercive estimates in the
corrected version of (Joubaud & Stoltz, 2012a, Theorem 3) (see the erratum Joubaud & Stoltz (2013) or
the updated preprint version Joubaud & Stoltz (2012b)). We however reproduce a simplified version of it
for completeness.
Proof of Lemma 2.1. We show that the operator Lg is uniformly hypocoercive for g > 1, provided the
domain of the operator is restricted toH 1? . To this end, we decomposeLg for g > 1 as
Lg =L1+(g 1)C:
The proof of (Hairer & Pavliotis, 2008, Theorem 6.2) shows that there exists ea > 0 such that, for all smooth
functions u 2H 1,
 hhu;L1uii> ea hhu;uii ;
where the norm induced by hh; ii is equivalent to the H1(m) norm. More precisely, hh; ii is the bilinear
form defined by
hhu;vii= ahu;vi+b
Ñpu;Ñpv hÑpu;Ñqvi hÑqu;Ñpvi+bhÑqu;Ñqvi;
with appropriate coefficients a b 1. It follows that there exists a > 0 independent of g such that
a kuk2H1(m)  (g 1)hhu;Cuii6 



u;Lgu

: (4.2)
Let us now show that
8u 2H 1? ;  hhu;Cuii> 0: (4.3)
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Using the rewriting (4.1) of the operator C, and the commutation relations [¶pi;a ;¶ p j;a 0 ] = bda;a 0di j, a
simple computation shows


u;
 
¶pi;a
 ¶pi;au= (a+bb)k¶pi;a uk2+bkÑp¶pi;a uk2
+bkÑq¶pi;auk2 2hÑq¶pi;au;Ñp¶pi;aui b h¶qi;a u;¶pi;a ui
>

a+b

b  1
2

k¶pi;a uk2+(b 1)kÑp¶pi;a uk2 (4.4)
+(b 1)kÑq¶pi;auk2 
b
2
k¶qi;auk2:
Now, since the Gaussian measure k(dp) satisfies a Poincare´ inequality, there exists a constant A > 0 such
that, for all i= 1; : : : ;N and a = 1; : : : ;d,
k¶qi;auk2 6 AkÑp¶qi;auk2: (4.5)
Note indeed that ¶qi;au has a vanishing average with respect to the Gaussian measure k(dq) becauseZ
RdN
¶qi;au(q; p)k(dp) = ¶qi;au(q) = 0
for functions u 2H 1? . Therefore,
N
å
i=1
d
å
a=1
k¶qi;auk2 6 A
N
å
i; j=1
d
å
a;a 0=1
k¶p j;a 0 ¶qi;auk2 = A
N
å
j=1
d
å
a 0=1
kÑq¶p j;a 0 k2:
Summing (4.4) on i 2 f1; : : : ;Ng and a 2 f1; : : : ;dg, the quantity (4.3) is seen to be non-negative for an
appropriate choice of constants a b 1.
From (4.2), we then deduce that there exists a constant K > 0 such that, for any g > 1 and for any
u 2H 1? \H2(m), it holds kukH1(m) 6 KkLgukH1(m). Taking inverses and passing to the limit inH 1? gives
8g > 1; 8u 2H 1? ;
L  1g uH1(m) 6 KkukH1(m);
which is the desired result. 
We are now in position to write the
Proof of Theorem 2.2. We write the proof forL  1g . The estimates for (L g ) 1 are obtained by using the
self-adjointness up to a unitary transform L g =RLgR (the momentum reversal operator being defined
in (2.4)), and the fact thatRCR =C,RLovdR =Lovd andR(A+B)R = (A+B).
The lower bound in (2.9) could be obtained directly provided V is not constant, by considering the
special case
Lg

pTÑV + g(V   v)

= pTM 1
 
Ñ2V

p jÑV j2;
where v is a constant chosen such that pTÑV + g(V   v) has a vanishing average with respect to m . This
example is also useful to motivate the fact that, in general, solutions of the Poisson equationLgug = f have
divergent parts of order g as g !+¥.
Let us now turn to the refined upper and lower bounds (2.10), which we prove using techniques from
asymptotic analysis. Consider f 2H 1, and ug 2H 1 the unique solution of the following Poisson equation
Lgug = f . The above example suggests the following expansion in inverse powers of g:
ug = gu 1+u0+
1
g
u1+ : : : (4.6)
To rigorously prove this expansion, we first proceed formally, taking (4.6) as an ansatz, plugging it into
Lgu= f and identifying terms according to powers of g . This leads to
Cu 1 = 0;
(A+B)u 1+Cu0 = 0;
(A+B)u0+Cu1 = f :
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The first equality implies that u 1 = u 1(q) since C satisfies a Poincare´ inequality on L2(k) (where k is
defined in (1.5)). The second then reduces to Cu0 =  M 1p Ñqu 1, from which we deduce u0(q; p) =
pTÑu 1(q)+ eu0(q). Inserting this expression in the third equality gives
Cu1 = f   pTM 1  Ñ2u 1 p  pTM 1Ñeu0+(ÑV )TÑu 1:
The solvability condition for this equation is that the right-hand side has a vanishing average with respect
to k , i.e. belongs to the kernel of p . This condition reads
1
b
Du 1  (ÑV )TÑu 1 = p f ;
so that u 1 =L  1ovdp f (which is well defined since p f has a vanishing average with respect to m). Note
that the function u 1 is in Hn+2(m) when f 2Hn(m) (by elliptic regularity, using also the fact that e bV (q)
is a smooth function bounded from above and below onM ), so that pTM 1(Ñ2u 1)p belongs to L2(m).
The equation determining u1 then reduces to
Cu1 = ( f  p f )  pTM 1Ñeu0  pTM 1  Ñ2u 1 p+ 1
b
Du 1:
SinceC(pTAp) = pTM 1(A+AT )p+2b 1Tr(A), we can choose
u1(q; p) =

C 1( f  p f )(q; p)+ 1
2
pT (Ñ2u 1(q))p+ pTÑqeu0(q):
Coming back to (4.6), we see that the proposed approximate solution is such that
Lg

ug   gu 1 u0  1g u
1

= 1
g
(A+B)u1: (4.7)
We now choose eu0 such that (A+B)u1 belongs toH 1? , which amounts to
p(A+B)pTÑqeu0 =Lovdeu0 = p(A+B)C 1( f  p f ):
It is easily checked that eu0 =  L  1ovdp(A+B)C 1( f   p f ) is a well defined element in H1(m) for f 2
H1(m).
Combining (4.7) and Lemma 2.1, we see that there exists a constant R > 0, such that, for all g > 1,
it holds kug   gu 1  u0kH1(m) 6 Rk fkH1(m)=g for the above choices of functions u 1;u0. This indeed
gives (2.10). 
4.2 Ergodicity results for numerical schemes
Proof of Lemma 2.2. We write the proof for the scheme associated with the evolution operator PB;A;gCD t ,
starting by the case s= 1, before turning to the general case s> 2. The proofs for other schemes are very
similar, and we therefore skip them.
The numerical scheme corresponding to PB;A;gCD t is (2.11). We introduce m 2 (0;+¥) such that m 6
M 6 m 1 (in the sense of symmetric matrices). A simple computation shows that
E
h 
pn+1
2 Fni= (pn D tÑV (qn))T a2D t (pn D tÑV (qn))+ 1b Tr 1 a2D tM2
6 e 2mgD t (pn)2+2D t kÑVkL¥ jpnj+D t2 kÑVk2L¥ +
1  e 2gD t=m
bm2
6

e 2mgD t + eD t

(pn)2+D t

1
e
+D t

kÑVk2L¥ +
1  e 2gD t=m
bm2
:
We choose for instance e = mg , in which case
06 aD t = e 2mgD t + eD t 6 exp

 mgD t
2

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and
06 ebD t = D t1e +D t

kÑVk2L¥ +
1  e 2gD t=m
bm2
6 D t

2
mg
kÑVk2L¥ +
4g
bm3

for D t sufficiently small. Finally, sinceK2(q; p) = 1+ jpj2,
E

K2
 
qn+1; pn+1
Fn6 aD tK2 (qn; pn)+1 aD t +ebD t :
We therefore define bD t = 1 aD t +ebD t . It is easily checked that (2.15) holds.
To obtain (2.16), we iterate the bound (2.15):
PnD tKs 6 anD tKs+bD t(1+aD t +   +an 1D t ) = anD tKs+
bD t
1 aD t
6 exp( CanD t)Ks+ CbD t1  exp( CaD t) 6 exp( CanD t)Ks+
2Cb
Ca
;
provided D t is sufficiently small, which is the desired inequality.
The computations are similar for a general power s > 2. We write pn+1 = aD t pn + dD t with dD t =
 aD tD tÑV (qn)+
q
b 1(1 a2D t)MGn. Note that dD t is of order D t1=2 because of the random term. We
work componentwise, using the assumption that M is diagonal, so that, denoting by mi the mass of the ith
degree of freedom,  
pn+1i
2s
=

e gD t=mi pni +di;D t
2s
= e 2sgD t=mi (pni )
2s+2se (2s 1)gD t=mi (pni )
2s 1 di;D t
+ s(2s 1)e 2(s 1)gD t=mi (pni )2(s 1) d 2i;D t + : : :
Taking expectations,
E
h 
pn+1i
2s Fni= e 2sgD t=mi (pni )2s 2sD t e 2sgD t=mi (pni )2s 1 ¶qiV (qn)
+ s(2s 1)e 2(s 1)gD t=mi (pni )2(s 1)
 
D t2e 2gD t=mi¶qiV (q
n)+
(1  e 2gD t=mi)mi
b
!
+D t2rs;D t;i(qn)

1+(pn)2s 3

;
where the remainder rs;D t(qn) is uniformly bounded as D t ! 0. Distinguishing between jpij > 1=e and
jpij6 1=e , we have
jpij2s m 6 em(pi)2s+ 1e2s m ;
from which we obtain
E
h 
pn+1i
2s Fni6 baD t;e;i (pni )2s+bbD t;e;i;
with baD t;e;i = e 2sgD t=mi +2seD tk¶qiVkL¥
+ s(2s 1)e2
 
D t2k¶qiVkL¥ +
(1  e 2gD t=mi)mi
b
!
+ e3D t2krs;D t;ikL¥ ;
and bbD t;e;i = 2se D tk¶qiVkL¥
+
s(2s 1)
e2
 
D t2k¶qiVkL¥ +
(1  e 2gD t=mi)mi
b
!
+D t2

1+
1
e3

krs;D t;ikL¥ :
The proof is then concluded as in the case s= 1 by choosing e sufficiently small (independently of D t). 
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Proof of Lemma 2.3. It is sufficient to prove the result for indicator functions of Borel sets A=AqApE
(where Aq M while Ap  RdN). We therefore aim at proving
P
 
(qn; pn) 2 A  p06 pmax > a n(A)
for a well chosen probability measure n and a constant a > 0. The idea of the proof is to explicitly
rewrite qn and pn as perturbations of the reference evolution corresponding to ÑV = 0 and (q0; p0) = (0;0).
Since we consider smooth potentials and the position space is compact, the perturbation can be uniformly
controlled when the initial momenta are within a compact set.
We write the proof for the scheme associated with the evolution operator PB;A;gCD t , as in the proof of
Lemma 2.2. A simple computation shows that, for n> 1,
qn = q0+D tM 1
 
pn 1+   + p0 D t2M 1ÑV (qn 1)+   +ÑV (q0)
and
pn = anD t p
0 D taD t
 
ÑV (qn 1)+aD tÑV (qn 2)+   +an 1D t ÑV (q0)

+
s
1 a2D t
b
M
 
Gn 1+aD tGn 2+   +an 1D t G0

:
Denote by G n the centered Gaussian random variable
G n =
s
1 a2D t
b
M
 
Gn 1+aD tGn 2+   +an 1D t G0

:
Introduce also
Fn = aD t
 
ÑV (qn 1)+aD tÑV (qn 2)+   +an 1D t ÑV (q0)

;
Pn = anD t p
0+D t Fn;
Qn = q0+D tM 1
 
D t
n 1
å
m=0
Fm+
1 anD t
1 aD t p
0
!
 D t2M 1

ÑV (qn 1)+   +ÑV (q0)

:
With this notation,
pn =Pn+G n; qn =Qn+ eG n;
where eG n = D tM 1 n 1å
m=1
G m
= D t
s
1 a2D t
b
M 1

Gn 2+(1+aD t)Gn 3+   +(1+aD t +   +an 2D t )G0

is a centered Gaussian random variable. Now,
P
 
(qn; pn) 2 A  p06 pmax = P eG n;G n 2 (Aq Qn) (Ap Pn) p06 pmax : (4.8)
In fact, we consider in the sequel that the random variable eG n has values in RdN rather than M and
understand Aq Qn as a subset of RdN rather thanM . This amounts to neglecting the possible periodic
images, and henceforth reduces the probability on the right-hand side of the above inequality. This is
however not a problem since we seek a lower bound.
Note that D t Fn is uniformly bounded: using 06aD t 6 exp( gmD t) in the sense of symmetric, positive
matrices (with m6M 6 m 1),
jD t Fnj6
p
dN kÑVkL¥ D t1  exp( gmD t) 6
2
p
dN
mg
kÑVkL¥
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provided D t is sufficiently small. Therefore, there exists a constant R> 0 (depending on pmax) and D t > 0
such that, for all time steps 0< D t 6 D t and corresponding integration steps 06 n6 T=D t,
jQnj6 R; jPnj6 R: (4.9)
A lengthy but straightforward computation shows that the variance of the centered Gaussian vector
 eG n;G n
is
V n = E
 eG n;G nT  eG n;G n=V nqq V nqp
V nqp V
n
pp

with 8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:
V nqq =
D t (1 a2D t)
(1 aD t)2 M
 1

(n 1)D t  2D taD t
1 aD t (1 a
n 1
D t )+
D ta2D t
1 a2D t

1 a2(n 1)D t

;
V nqp =
D taD t
b (1 aD t)

1 an 1D t (1+aD t)+a2n 1D t

;
V npp =
M
b
(1 a2nD t ):
To check that this expression is appropriate, we note that it converges as D t ! 0 with nD t ! T to the
variance of the limiting continuous process
dqt =M 1pt dt; dpt = gM 1pt dt+
s
2g
b
dWt ;
starting from (q0; p0) = (0;0), which reads
V =

Vqq Vqp
Vqp Vpp

;
with 8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
Vqq =
1
bg

2T   M
g
 
3 4aT +a2T

;
Vqp =
M
bg
(1 aT )2 ;
Vpp =
M
b
 
1 a2T

:
Upon reducing D t> 0, it holds V =26V dT=D te6 2V for 0<D t 6D t. In particular, V dT=D te is invertible
for T sufficiently large. For a set EqEp  R2dN , it then holds
P
 eG dT=D te;G dT=D te 2 E= (2p) dNdetV dT=D te 1=2 Z
EqEp
exp

 1
2
xT

V dT=D te
 1
x

dx
> p dN2 3dN=2det(V ) 1=2
Z
EqEp
exp
  xTV  1x dx: (4.10)
The results follows by combining (4.8)-(4.9)-(4.10) and introducing the probability measure
n(AqAp) = Z 1R infjQj;jPj6R
Z
(Aq Q)(Ap P)
exp
  xTV  1x dx;
as well as a = ZRp dN2 3dN=2det(V ) 1=2. 
Proof of Proposition 2.3. We only prove (2.18) and (2.17) since the other results are standard. To obtain
the bound (2.18), we first note that, by the results of Hairer & Mattingly (2011), there exists el > 0 such
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that, for any function f 2 L¥Ks;D t and 0 < D t 6 D t (the critical time step being given by Lemmas 2.2
and 2.3),
8m 2 N;
hPdT=D teD t im f(q; p)6 KKs(q; p)e elm k fkL¥Ks :
For a general index n 2 N, we write
n= mn

T
D t

+en; 06 en6  T
D t

 1;
so that, using the contractivity property jPD t f (q; p)j6 j f (q; p)j,
jPnD t f (q; p)j6 KKs(q; p)e 
elmn k fkL¥Ks :
Introducing l = el=T , the argument of the exponent reads
elmn = l (n en)D t TD t

T
D t
 1
> lnD t
2
 lT;
when D t is sufficiently small. This gives (2.18).
The moment estimate (2.17) is obtained by averaging (2.15) with respect to the invariant measure:Z
E
(PD tKs)dmg ;D t 6 aD t
Z
E
Ks dmg ;D t +bD t :
Since mg ;D t is invariant, Z
E
(PD tKs)dmg ;D t =
Z
E
Ks dmg ;D t ;
so that
(1 aD t)
Z
E
Ks dmg ;D t 6 bD t ;
which is the desired result. 
4.3 Some useful results
4.3.1 Functional estimates on L  1g . The aim of this section is to give some estimates on the norm of
the operatorL  1g in the weighted Sobolev spaces eHm(m) and eWm;¥Ks . The notation fF for a functional space
F refers to the subspace composed of functions with vanishing average with respect to m :
fF =y 2F Z
E
y dm = 0

:
The proof is a slight adaption of the techniques from Talay (2002). This adaption is motivated by the
fact one of the assumptions made in (Talay, 2002, Hypothesis 1.1) (which treats a more general dynamics
than the one we consider) is that ÑpH should be bounded. This is not the case here since ÑpH =M 1p. In
addition, we want to highlight more precisely the operator norms which are implicit in Talay (2002).
Let us first emphasize that many of the arguments in Talay (2002) can be drastically simplified in our
setting since the position spaceM is compact. The first point we want to mention is that the commuta-
tor technique used in Talay (2002) is based on convergence estimates in L2(m), as given by (Talay, 2002,
Lemma 3.2). Such estimates are a consequence of hypocoercivity estimates in eH1(m). We can then pro-
ceed with the remainder of the proofs until the end of (Talay, 2002, Section 3.3) since the only technical
assumption required to this end is a good control of the Hessian Ñ2H. We then obtain the boundedness of
L  1g as an operator on any weighted Sobolev space eHm(m). Pointwise estimates on compact subsets of E
follow thanks to Sobolev embeddings and the fact that e bH is uniformly bounded from above and below
on compact sets. More precisely, there exist m > 1 and a > 0 such that, for any compact subset C  E ,
there exists a constant RC > 0 such that
8(q; p) 2 C ;
etLgy(q; p)6 RC e atkykHm (m): (4.11)
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Similar estimates hold for the derivatives of etLgy (upon increasing the value of m).
Some modifications are however required to obtain bounds over the full configuration space E , namely
bounds in the spaces eWm;¥Ks . Indeed, the boundedness of ÑpH is used in the proof of (Talay, 2002,
Lemma 3.12). We can however prove a very similar statement.
LEMMA 4.1 Introduce the weight functions
Ps(q; p) =

1
1+ jpj2
s
:
There exists an integer s > 1 (sufficiently large), such that, for any s> s, there are real numbers Rs;as > 0
for which Z
E
etLgy2 Ps 6 Rse astZ
E
jyj2Ps+kykHm (m)

:
The estimate of Lemma 4.1 can be extended to account for derivatives of etLgy of arbitrary order (as
sketched in Talay (2002)). This finally gives the following L¥ estimate thanks to a Sobolev embedding and
the control of kykHm (m) by kykWm;¥Kr (for any r > 1).
PROPOSITION 4.1 For any integer m > 1, there exist sm > 1 and p > 1 such that, for any s > sm, there is
R> 0 for which
8y 2 eWm;¥Ks ; L  1g yWm;¥Ks 6 RkykW p;¥Ks : (4.12)
Let us conclude this section with the
Proof of Lemma 4.1. The proof is based on a Gronwall inequality: Denoting by u(t) = etLgy ,
d
dt

1
2
Z
E
ju(t)j2 Ps

=
Z
E

Lgu(t)

u(t)Ps =
Z
E
u(t)L †g

u(t)Ps

;
where
L †g = (A+B)+ g divp

M 1p + 1
b
Ñp

is the adjoint ofLg on the flat space L2(dqdp). Note that
L †g ( f g) = fL
†
g g+gL
†
g f +
2g
b
Ñp f Ñpg  gTr(M 1) f g:
Therefore,
d
dt

1
2
Z
E
ju(t)j2 Ps

=
Z
E
ju(t)j2 L †g Ps+
Z
E
u(t)
 
L †g u(t)

Ps
+
2g
b
Z
E
u(t)Ñpu(t) ÑpPs  gTr(M 1)
Z
E
ju(t)j2 Ps:
An integration by parts shows that, for any functionW (p) with values in RdN ,Z
E
u(t)Ñpu(t) W = 
Z
E
u(t)divp

u(t)W

= 
Z
E
u(t)Ñpu(t) W  
Z
E
ju(t)j2divp(W );
so that Z
E
u(t)Ñpu(t) W = 12
Z
E
ju(t)j2divp(W ):
A similar treatment givesZ
E
u(t)

(A+B)u(t)

Ps = 12
Z
E
ju(t)j2(A+B)Ps = 12
Z
E
ju(t)j2ÑV (q) ÑpPs:
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We therefore have
d
dt

1
2
Z
E
ju(t)j2 Ps

=
Z
E
ju(t)j2 L †g Ps 
1
2
Z
E
ju(t)j2ÑV (q) ÑpPs  g2
Z
E
ju(t)j2divp

M 1pPs

  g
2b
Z
E
ju(t)j2DpPs  gb
Z
E
Ñpu(t)2Ps:
(4.13)
Since
¶piPs = 2s
pi
1+ jpj2Ps;
it is easily checked that
L †g Ps = ÑV ÑpPs+ g

Tr(M 1) 2s p
TM 1p
1+ jpj2

Ps+
g
b
DpPs
=
1
2
ÑV ÑpPs+ g

Tr(M 1) 2s p
TM 1p
1+ jpj2

Ps+hsPs;
where hs is a bounded function going to 0 as jpj !+¥. Moreover,
divp

M 1pPs

=

Tr(M 1) 2s p
TM 1p
1+ jpj2

Ps:
Therefore, forgetting about the non-negative last term in (4.13),
d
dt

1
2
Z
E
ju(t)j2 Ps

6 g
2
Z
E
ju(t)j2

Tr(M 1) 2s p
TM 1p
1+ jpj2

Ps+
Z
E
ju(t)j2ehsPs;
where ehs still is bounded a function going to 0 as jpj !+¥. There exists s > 1 (large enough) and P > 0
such that
g
2

Tr(M 1) 2s p
TM 1p
1+ jpj2

+ehs 6  gs2mmax
for jpj> P (whereM 6 mmaxId in the sense of symmetric matrices). For these choices,
d
dt

1
2
Z
E
ju(t)j2 Ps

6  gs
2mmax
Z
E
ju(t)j2 Ps
+
Z
jpj6P
ju(t)j2

g
2

Tr(M 1) 2s p
TM 1p
1+ jpj2

+
gs
2mmax
+ehsPs:
We use the estimate (4.11) to obtain an exponential decay of the second integral on the right-hand side, and
conclude by a Gronwall estimate. 
4.3.2 Expansion of the evolution operator. We give in this section an expression of the evolution oper-
ator
Pt = etAM : : :etA1
which can easily be compared to the evolution operator et(A1++AM). We assume that all the elementary
evolution semigroups etAi are well defined on some reference Banach space. This is the case for instance
when the operators Ai satisfy the conditions of the Hille-Yosida theorem Pazy (1983). All the operator
equalities stated in this section have to be considered in the strong sense, namely T1 = T2 means T1j = T2j
for all j 2 S  D(T1)\D(T2). It is easy to check that the operators A;B;C acting on Banach spaces
Wm;¥Ks or Hilbert spaces H
m(m) satisfy the conditions of the Hille-Yosida theorem (upon adding a positive
constant to them). It is in fact possible to analytically write down the action of the associated semigroups:8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:
 
etAj

(q; p) = j

q+ tM 1p; p

; 
etBj

(q; p) = j

q; p  tÑV (q)

;
 
etCj

(q; p) =
Z
RdN
j
0@e gM 1t p+ 1  e 2gM 1t
b
M
!1=2
x
1A e jxj2=2
(2p)dN=2
dx:
(4.14)
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The key building block for the subsequent numerical analysis is the following equality:
Pt = P0+ t
dPt
dt

t=0
+
t2
2
d2Pt
dt2

t=0
+   + t
n
n!
dnPt
dtn

t=0
+
tn+1
n!
Z 1
0
(1 q)n d
n+1Ps
dsn+1

s=q t
dq :
Now,
dPt
dt
= AMetAM : : :etA1 + etAMAM 1etAM 1 : : :etA1 +   + etAM : : :etA1A1
=T [(A1+   +AM)Pt ]
where T indicates the ordering operator which exchanges operators so that the operators with the smallest
indices (or their associated semigroups) are farthest to the right. In fact, simple computations show that
dnPt
dtn
=T
h
(A1+   +AM)nPt
i
:
Therefore, the following equality holds when applied to sufficiently smooth functions:
Pt = Id+ t(A1+   +AM)+ t
2
2
T
h
(A1+   +AM)2
i
+   + t
n
n!
T
h
(A1+   +AM)n
i
+
tn+1
n!
Z 1
0
(1 q)nT
h
(A1+   +AM)n+1Pq t
i
dq :
(4.15)
4.3.3 BCH formula. It is important to rewrite the various terms in the right-hand side of (4.15) under a
form more amenable to analytical computations. More precisely, it is particularly convenient to write
T
h
(A1+   +AM)n
i
= (A1+   +AM)n+Sn;
where the operator Sn involves commutators [Ai;A j]. In fact, the expressions of the operators Sn can be ob-
tained from the BCH formula for first order splittings (see for instance (Hairer et al., 2006, Section III.4.2)):
for M = 3,
eD tA3eD tA2eD tA1 = eD tA ; A = A1+A2+A3+
D t
2

[A3;A1+A2]+ [A2;A1]

+ : : : ;
and from the symmetric BCH formula for second order involving 3 operators (obtained by composition of
the standard BCH formula involving 2 operators):
eD tA1=2eD tA2=2eD tA3eD tA2=2eD tA1=2 = eD tA ; (4.16)
with
A = A1+A2+A3+
D t2
12

[A3; [A3;A2]]+ [A2+A3; [A2+A3;A1]]
 1
2
[A2; [A2;A3]]  12 [A1; [A1;A2+A3]]

+ : : :
(4.17)
where we do not write down the expressions of the higher order terms D t2n (for n > 2). Let us insist that
these formulas are only formal (since the operators appearing the argument of the exponential on the right-
hand side involve more and more derivatives), but nonetheless allow us to find the algebraic expressions of
Sn upon formally expanding the exponential as
eD tA = Id+D tA +
D t2
2
A 2+ : : :
and identifying terms with the same powers of D t in (4.15).
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4.3.4 Approximate inverse operators. Consider an invertible operator A, and a perturbation D taB for
some exponent a > 1. In the typical situations encountered in this article, D taB may be thought of to
be small since it is of order D ta , although B may not be bounded with respect to A since it may involve
higher order derivatives than A does. It is therefore impossible in general to properly define the inverse of
A+D taB.
However, it is possible to define an approximate inverse, which we define as an operator QD t;n such that
(A+D taB)QD t;n = Id+D t(n+1)aRD t;n:
To this end we truncate the formal series expression of the inverse of the operator A+D ta B = A(Id+
D ta A 1B) in powers of A 1B:
A 1 D ta A 1BA 1+D t2a A 1BA 1BA 1+ : : :
For instance, QD t;1 = A 1 D ta A 1BA 1 and QD t;2 = A 1 D ta A 1BA 1+D t2a A 1BA 1BA 1.
4.4 Proof of Theorem 2.5
We write the proof for the scheme associated with PgC;B;AD t = e
gD tCeD tBeD tA, the proof for the scheme
PgC;A;BD t following the same lines. The results for the other schemes are then obtained with the TU lemma
(Lemma 2.4). Without loss of generality, we perform the proof for a function y with average 0 with respect
to m (recovering the general case by adding a constant to y in the final expression).
PROOF OF (2.23). Using the results of Section 4.3, a simple computation shows that
PgC;B;AD t = Id+D tLg +
D t2
2
 
L 2g +S1

+D t3R1;D t ; S1 = [C;A+B]+ [B;A]; (4.18)
where the subscript index 1 refers to the order of the splitting. More precisely,
R1;D t =
1
2
Z 1
0
(1 q)2RqD t dq ;
where Rs is a finite linear combination of terms of the form CgesCBb esBAaesA with a;b ;g > 0 and a +
b + g = 3. In any case, R1;D t involves at most 6 derivatives. Therefore,Z
E
" 
Id PgC;B;AD t
D t
!
j
#
(1+D t f1;g)dm
= 
Z
E

Lg +
D t
2
 
L 2g +S1

+D t2R1;D t

j

(1+D t f1;g)dm
= D t
Z
E

1
2
S1j+(Lgj) f1;g

dm D t2
Z
E

1
2
 
L 2g +S1

j

f1;g +(R1;D tj)(1+D t f1;g)

dm:
The dominant term on the right-hand side can be written asZ
E

1
2
S1j+(Lgj) f1;g

dm =
Z
E
j

1
2
S11+L

g f1;g

dm;
which suggests to choose
L g f1;g = 
1
2
S11: (4.19)
The function f1;g is well defined since the right-hand side belongs to H 1. A direct computation indeed
shows that S11 2H1(m) (see (4.23)). The centering condition follows from the fact that 1 2Ker(S1): using
the adjoint operator, Z
E
S11dm =
Z
E
S11dm = 0:
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With the choice (4.19),Z
E
" 
Id PgC;B;AD t
D t
!
j
#
(1+D t f1;g)dm
= D t2
Z
E

1
2
 
L 2g +S1

j

f1;g +(R1;D tj)(1+D t f1;g)

dm :
(4.20)
We would like, at this stage, to replace the observable j appearing on the left hand side by the function 
Id PgC;B;AD t
D t
! 1
y :
However, we do not have any control on the derivatives of this function (Corollary 2.1 allows to control
the norm of the function, not of its derivatives), whereas such a control is required to bound the remainder
terms. We therefore consider the approximate inverse operator (see Section 4.3.4)
Q1;D t = L  1g +
D t
2
(Id+L  1g S1L
 1
g );
which is such that 
Id PgC;B;AD t
D t
!
Q1;D t = 

Lg +
D t
2
 
L 2g +S1

+D t2R1;D t

Q1;D t = Id+D t2Z1;D t ;
and replace j by Q1;D ty in (4.20) (Note that j = Q1;D ty is a well defined function since y has average 0
with respect to m). This givesZ
E
y (1+D t f1;g)dm = D t2
Z
E
heR1;D ty f1;g + bR1;D tyidm (4.21)
where the functions eR1;D ty; bR1;D ty belong toS when y does.
On the other hand, by definition of the invariant measure mg ;D t ,Z
E
 
Id PgC;B;AD t
D t
!
j dmg ;D t = 0;
so that, replacing again j by Q1;D ty ,Z
E
y dmg ;D t = D t2
Z
E
 
Z1;D ty

dmg ;D t : (4.22)
The right-hand side is indeed well defined and uniformly bounded for small D t since Z1;D ty 2S and the
moments of mg ;D t are uniformly bounded for D t sufficiently small (see Proposition 2.3).
The combination of (4.21) and (4.22) gives (2.23) for the splitting scheme PgC;B;AD t .
PROOF OF (2.24). The function f gC;B;A1 (denoted by f1;g above) is determined by the equation
L g f
gC;B;A
1 = 
1
2
S11= 
1
2

[C;A+B]+ [B;A]

1;
where we have used [L 2g ]
1= 0 to simplify the right-hand side. Now, [C;A+B] = [C;A+B] sinceC =C
and (A+B) = (A+B). Therefore, [C;A+B]1= 0. In addition,
[B;A]1= (A+B)g= (A+B)g
since A = A+g and B = B g. Therefore,
S11= (A+B)g: (4.23)
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This gives the first expression in (2.24).
To obtain the expressions of f A;gC;B1 and f
B;A;gC
1 , we use the TU lemma, where the operators UD t re-
spectively read egD tCeD tB = Id+D t(B+ gC)+D t2RD t and egD tC (which preserves m). We actually are in a
situation similar to (2.22):
f B;A;gC1 = f
gC;B;A
1 ; f
A;gC;B
1 = f
gC;B;A
1 +B
1:
The expressions for the first order corrections when the operators A and B are exchanged are obtained by
noting that the sign of S11 is changed and that f
B;gC;A
1 = f
gC;A;B
1 +A
1.
4.5 Proof of Proposition 2.6
We use a very standard strategy: first, we propose an ansatz for the correction term f1;g as
f1;g = f 01 + g f
1
1 + g2 f 21 + : : : ;
then identify the two leading order terms in this expression, and finally use the resolvent estimate of Theo-
rem 2.1 to conclude. Note that our ansatz is not obvious since the estimate of Theorem 2.1 shows that, in
general, a leading order correction term of order 1=g should be considered. It turns out however that, due
to the specific structure of the right-hand side of (2.24) (namely the fact that the right-hand is at leading
order in g the image by the Hamiltonian operator of some function), such a divergent leading order term is
not necessary.
Consider for instance the case when f1;g is f
gC;B;A
1 . This function solvesh
  (A+B)+ gC
i
f gC;B;A1 = 
1
2
(A+B)g;
so that we consider the ansatz f gC;B;A1 = g=2+ g f
1
1 + : : : . Identifying terms with same powers of g , we see
that the correction term f 11 should satisfy
(A+B) f 11 =
1
2
Cg=
b
2
pTM 2ÑV:
Possible solutions are defined up to elements of the kernel of A+B (which contains function of the form
j H). One possible choice is to set f 11 = b pTM 2p=4, in which case
L g

f gC;B;A1  
g
2
  g f 11

= g2C f 11 :
In view of (2.1), this implies that there exists a constant K > 0 such that f gC;B;A1   g2   g f 11 L2(m) 6 Kg
for g 6 1, which gives the desired estimate on f gC;B;A1 . Similar computations give the estimate on f
gC;A;B
1 ,
while the estimates on the remaining functions are obtained from (2.24).
4.6 Proof of Theorem 2.7
The proof follows the same lines as the proof for the first order splitting schemes (see Section 4.4). We
present only the required modifications. We write the proof for PgC;B;A;B;gCD t since the correction term has a
much simpler right-hand side than PA;B;gC;B;AD t .
PROOF OF (2.25). Expanding up to terms of order D t5 the formal expression of PgC;B;A;B;gCD t given by the
BCH expansion (4.16), we obtain the following equality
PgC;B;A;B;gCD t = Id+D t(Lg +D t
2S2)+
D t2
2

L 2g +D t2(LgS2+S2Lg)

+
D t3
6
L 3g +
D t4
24
L 4g +D t5R2;D t ;
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where
R2;D t =
1
24
Z 1
0
(1 q)4RqD t dq ;
Rs being a finite linear combination of terms of the formCgesCBb esBAaesA with a ;b ;g > 0 and a+b+g =
5; and
S2 =
1
12
 
S2;0+ gS2;1+ g2S2;2

; (4.24)
with 8>>>><>>>>:
S2;0 = [A; [A;B]]  12 [B; [B;A]];
S2;1 = [A+B; [A+B;C]];
S2;2 = 12 [C; [C;A+B]]:
Therefore,
Id PgC;B;A;B;gCD t
D t
= Lg   D t2 L
2
g  D t2

1
6
L 3g +S2

  D t
3
2

1
12
L 4g +S2Lg +LgS2

 D t4R2;D t :
(4.25)
We choose f gC;B;A;B;gC2 as the unique solution of the Poisson equation L

g f
gC;B;A;B;gC
2 =  S21 (which is
indeed well posed since the right hand side has a vanishing average with respect to m since it is in the
image of S2, and is regular as shown by (4.26)). Then, for a function j 2S ,
Z
E
 
Id PgC;B;A;B;gCD t
D t
!
j

1+D t2 f gC;B;A;B;gC2

dm =
  D t
3
2
Z
E
S2Lgj+
 
L 2g j

f gC;B;A;B;gC2 dm D t4
Z
E
heR2;D tj+ bR2;D tj f gC;B;A;B;gC2 idm ;
where many terms cancel by the invariance of m by
 
L ag
 (for integer powers a). The leading order term
on the right-hand side in fact vanishes since it can be rewritten asZ
E
S2Lgj+L 2g j f
gC;B;A;B;gC
2 dm =
Z
E
Lgj

S21+L

g f
gC;B;A;B;gC
2

dm = 0:
Therefore,
Z
E
 
Id PgC;B;A;B;gCD t
D t
!
j

1+D t2 f gC;B;A;B;gC2

dm = D t4
Z
E
heR2;D tj+ bR2;D tj f gC;B;A;B;gC2 idm:
We then replace j by Q2;D ty where Q2;D t is an approximate inverse satisfying
Id PgC;B;A;B;gCD t
D t
Q2;D t = Id+D t4ZD t :
The proof is concluded as in Section 4.4.
PROOF OF (2.26). To evaluate the expression of S21, we need to compute the actions of the adjoints of
the various commutators. UsingC1= (A+B)1= 0 and
C =C; A = A+g; B = B g;
straightforward computations show that S2;21= S

2;11= 0. In addition, since
A
 
g2

= 2gAg; B
 
g2

= 2gBg;
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it follows  
[A; [A;B]]
1=  A2B 2ABA+BA2 1=  BA 2AB  (A)2g
=

(B+g)(A g) 2(A g)(B+g)  (A g)2

g
= (BA 2AB A2)g= (A+B)Ag;
where we have used ABg= BAg (as can be checked by a direct computation). A similar computation shows
that
 
[B; [B;A]]
1 = ( AB+ 2BA+B2)g = (A+B)Bg = ABg (since B2g = 0 by a direct verification).
Finally,
S21= 
1
12
(A+B)

A+
B
2

g: (4.26)
To obtain the expression of f A;B;gC;B;A2 , we use the TU lemma with the operator
UD t = egD tC=2eD tB=2eD tA=2:
A simple computation shows that
UD t1= 1+
D t2
8
(A+B)g+D t3RD t1:
In fact, it can be shown that the D t3 do not pollute the remainder since the next order correction in the
invariant measure has to be of order D t4 (see (2.25)). The expressions of f gC;A;B;A;gC2 and f
B;A;gC;A;B
2 are
obtained in a similar manner.
4.7 Proof of Corollary 2.2
The proof relies on the results of Theorem 2.7 and the TU lemma (Lemma 2.4). More precisely, the error
estimate (2.27) is established by following the same lines of proof as for second order splitting schemes,
except that the contributions of order D t3 do not vanish. We then use the TU lemma by considering the
GLA evolution as the reference, and express the invariant measure of second order splitting schemes in
terms of the invariant measure of the GLA scheme. For instance, consider PgC;B;A;BD t and P
gC;B;A;B;gC
D t , in
which caseUD t = egD tC=2. Then,Z
E
y dmgC;B;A;B;gCD t =
Z
E
(UD ty)dm
gC;B;A;B
D t
=
Z
E
UD ty dm+D t2
Z
E
(UD ty) f
gC;B;A;B
2 dm+D t
3
Z
E
(UD ty) f
gC;B;A;B
3 dm+D t
4ry;g ;D t
=
Z
E
y dm+D t2
Z
E
y f gC;B;A;B2 dm+D t
3
Z
E
y

f gC;B;A;B3 +
g
2
C f gC;B;A;B2

dm+D t4ery;g ;D t ;
where we have used the invariance of m byUD t . The comparison with (2.25)-(2.26) gives the desired result.
4.8 Approximation of integrated correlation functions
Proof of Theorem 2.8. We first introduce the invariant measure for the numerical scheme, using the fact
that  L  1y has zero average with respect to m :Z
E
  L  1yj dm = Z
E
  L  1yj Z
E
j dmD t

dm
=
Z
E
  L  1yj Z
E
j dmD t

dmD t +D tar
y;j
D t ; (4.27)
where ry;jD t is uniformly bounded for D t sufficiently small by (2.32). In addition, by (2.33),
Id=
 
D t
+¥
å
n=0
PnD t
!
Id PD t
D t

= 
 
+¥
å
n=0
PnD t
!
L +D tS1+   +D ta 1Sa 1+D ta eRa ;D t ;
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so that
 L  1 =
 
D t
+¥
å
n=0
PnD t
!
Id+   +D ta 1Sa 1L  1+D ta eRa ;D tL  1 : (4.28)
Note finally that, for any n> 0 and f 2S ,Z
E
PnD tf

j 
Z
E
j dmD t

dmD t =
Z
E
PnD t

f  
Z
E
f dmD t

j 
Z
E
j dmD t

dmD t
=
Z
E
PnD t

f  
Z
E
f dmD t

j dmD t :
We now replace f by FD t;a = yD t;a +D ta eRD t;aL  1y . From (4.27)-(4.28), the series appearing on the
right-hand side of the inequality below is well defined:Z
E
  L  1yj Z
E
j dmD t

dmD t = D t
Z
E
+¥
å
n=0
PnD t

FD t;a  
Z
E
FD t;a dmD t

j 
Z
E
j dmD t

dmD t
= D t
Z
E
+¥
å
n=0
PnD t

FD t;a  
Z
E
FD t;a dmD t

j dmD t : (4.29)
It remains to bound the extra term arising from FD t;a  yD t;a = D ta eRD t;aL  1y . We use to this end
Corollary 2.1: introducing
YD t;a = eRD t;aL  1y Z
E
eRD t;aL  1y dmD t ;
it holds, uniformly in D t (for D t small enough)D t
Z
E
+¥
å
n=0
 
PnD tYD t;a

j dmD t
=

Z
E

Id PD t
D t
 1
YD t;a j dmD t
6 R:
The combination of this bound and (4.27)-(4.29) gives (2.35). 
Proof of Corollary 2.3. Comparing (2.37) and (2.33), we see that S1 = L 2=2. The idea is to start
from (2.35) and to appropriately rewrite the first order correction term. We use to this end (2.35) with y
replaced by its first order correction (yD t;2 y)=D t = S1L  1y , and discard terms of order D t2:Z +¥
0
E

S1L  1y(qt ; pt)j(q0; p0)

dt = D t
+¥
å
n=0
ED t

S1L  1y
 
qn+1; pn+1

jD t;0
 
q0; p0

+D t ry;jD t ;
where ry;jD t is uniformly bounded for D t sufficiently small and
jD t;0 = j 
Z
E
j dmD t :
On the other hand,Z +¥
0
E

S1L  1y(qt ; pt)j(q0; p0)

dt = 
Z
E
L  1S1L  1y j dm = 12
Z
E
yj dm;
so that
D t
+¥
å
n=0
ED t
 
S1L  1y

D t;0
 
qn+1; pn+1

j
 
q0; p0

= D t
+¥
å
n=0
ED t

S1L  1y
 
qn+1; pn+1

jD t;0
 
q0; p0

=
Z +¥
0
E

S1L  1y(qt ; pt)jD t;0(q0; p0)

dt D t ry;jD t
= 1
2
Z
E
yjD t;0 dm D t ry;jD t = 
1
2
Z
E
yD t;0j dm D t ry;jD t
= 1
2
ED t(yD t;0j)+D tery;jD t :
This gives (2.38). 
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4.9 Proof of Theorem 2.9
We write the proof for the evolution operator PgC;A;B;A;gCD t first, and mention then how to extend the result
to PB;A;gC;A;BD t using the TU lemma. The proofs for P
gC;B;A;B;gC
D t and P
A;B;gC;B;A
D t are very similar, so we only
briefly mention the required modifications.
REDUCTION TO A LIMITING OPERATOR UP TO EXPONENTIALLY SMALL TERMS. Let us introduce the
evolution operator corresponding to the standard position Verlet scheme: Pham;D t = eD tA=2eD tBeD tA=2, so
that PgC;A;B;AgCD t = e
gD tC=2Pham;D t egD tC=2. On the other hand, we have the following convergence result,
whose proof is postponed to the end of the section.
LEMMA 4.2 Fix s 2 N. Then, there exist K;a > 0 such that, for any 16 s6 s and any t > 0,egtC p
B(L¥Ks )
6 Ke agt :
This suggests to consider the limiting operator P¥;D t = pPham;D tp and to write
PgC;A;B;A;gCD t  P¥;D t =

egD tC=2 p

Pham;D tp+ egD tC=2Pham;D t

egD tC=2 p

: (4.30)
For a given smooth function j 2S which depends only on the position variable q,Z
E

Id PgC;A;B;A;gCD t

j dmg ;D t = 0=
Z
E
(Id P¥;D t)j dmg ;D t + r1j;g;D t ; (4.31)
with the remainder
r1j;g;D t =
Z
E

P¥;D t  PgC;A;B;A;gCD t

j dmg ;D t :
On the other hand,Z
E
h
Id PgC;B;A;B;gCD t

j
i
(1+D t2 f2;¥)dm =
Z
E

(Id P¥;D t)j

(1+D t2 f2;¥)dm+ r2j;g;D t ; (4.32)
with the remainder
r2j;g;D t =
Z
E
h
P¥;D t  PgC;B;A;B;gCD t

j
i
(1+D t2 f2;¥)dm :
The idea is that the remainders are exponentially small when the function j is sufficiently smooth (see be-
low for a more precise discussion, once j has been replaced by QD ty with QD t an appropriate approximate
inverse). Therefore, the leading order terms in the error estimate are obtained by considering the limiting
operator P¥;D t only.
ERROR ESTIMATES FOR THE LIMITING OPERATOR P¥;D t . We now study the error estimates associated
with P¥;D t , following the strategy used in Section 4.4. We first use the results of Section 4.3.2 withM = 3,
A1 = A3 = A=2 and A2 = B to expand Pham;D t as
P¥;D t = p+D tp(A+B)p+
D t2
2
p(A+B)2p+
D t3
6
pS3p+
D t4
24
pS4p+
D t5
120
pS5p+D t6pRD tp; (4.33)
with Si = T [(A1+A2+A3)i]. To give more precise expressions of the operators appearing on the right-
hand side of the above equality, we use the following facts:
8n 2 N; Bnp = 0; pA2n+1p = 0; (4.34)
and
8n> m+1; BnAmp = 0: (4.35)
In addition,
pA2p =
1
b
Dqp; BAp = ÑV Ñqp:
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Using these rules in (4.33) leads to
p(A+B)p = 0; p(A+B)2p = p(A2+BA)p =Lovdp: (4.36)
The operator S3 is a combination of terms of the form AaBbAc with a+ b+ c = 3 and a;b;c 2 N. In
view of (4.34)-(4.35), only the terms with c > 1 and b 6 c have to be considered, so that only BA2 and
ABA remain. A simple computation shows that BA2pj and ABApj are functions linear in p, so that
pBA2p = pABApj = 0. Finally, pS3p = 0. A similar reasoning shows that pS5p = 0 and that many terms
appearing in the expression of S4 also disappear.
Plugging the above results in (4.33) and introducing h= D t2=2,
P¥;D t = p+hpLovdp+
h2
6
p

A4+
3
2
A2BA+
3
2
ABA2+
3
2
B2A2+
1
2
BA3

p+h3R¥;D t :
Using
pA4pj =
3
b 2
D 2qpj = 3
 
pA2p
2j ;
pBA3pj =  3
b
ÑV Ñq

Dqpj

= 3pBApA2pj ;
pB2A2pj = 2(ÑV )T

Ñ2qpj

ÑV;
pABA2pj =  2
b
 
Ñ2V : Ñ2j+ÑV Ñ(Dj) ;
pA2BApj =  1
b
 
2Ñ2V : Ñ2j+ÑV Ñ(Dj)+Ñ(DV ) Ñj= pA2pBAp;
(4.37)
it follows
A4+
3
2
A2BA+
3
2
ABA2+
3
2
B2A2+
1
2
BA3

pj
=
3
b 2
D 2qj 
6
b
Ñ2V : Ñ2j  6
b
ÑV Ñ(Dj)  3
2b
Ñ(DV ) Ñj+3(ÑV )T (Ñ2j)ÑV:
A straightforward computation shows that
L 2ovd =
1
b 2
D 2q  
2
b
Ñ2V : Ñ2j  2
b
ÑV Ñ(Dj)  1
b
Ñ(DV ) Ñj+(ÑV )T (Ñ2j)ÑV +(ÑV )T (Ñ2V )Ñj :
Therefore,
p

A4+
3
2
A2BA+
3
2
ABA2+
3
2
B2A2+
1
2
BA3

p = 3
 
L 2ovd+D

p;
with
Dj =
1
2b
Ñ(DV ) Ñj  (ÑV )T (Ñ2V )Ñj: (4.38)
In conclusion,
P¥;D t = p+hLovd+
h2
2
 
L 2ovd+D

p+h3R¥;D t : (4.39)
Let us emphasize that this operator acts on functions of q, that p is the identity operator for functions which
do not depend on p, and note that
p P¥;D t
h
= Lovd  h2
 
L 2ovd+D
 h2RD t : (4.40)
An approximate inverse of (4.40) is therefore
Qh = L  1ovd +
h
2
 
Id+L  1ovdDL
 1
ovd

:
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Denote by m¥;D t(dq) the invariant measure of the Markov chain generated by the limiting method P¥;D t .
Proceeding as in Section 4.4 by first identifying the leading order correction f2;¥ and replacing j by Qhy ,
the equality (4.39) allows us to show thatZ
M
y(q)m¥;D t(dq) =
Z
M
y(q)m(dq)+D t2
Z
M
y(q) f2;¥(q)m(dq)+D t4rD t;y ; (4.41)
where f2;¥ is the unique solution of
Lovd f2;¥ = 14D
1: (4.42)
A more explicit expression can be obtained by noting that
Dj =
1
2
Ñ

1
b
DV  jÑV j2

Ñj ;
so that (recallingLovd = b 1ÑÑ= b 1ådNi=1 ¶ qi¶qi where adjoints are taken on L2(m))Z
M
j (D1) dm =
Z
M
Dj dm =
1
2
Z
M
jÑÑ

1
b
DV  jÑV j2

dm
= 1
2
Z
M
jLovd
 
DV  b jÑV j2 dm :
Since f2;¥ should have a vanishing average with respect to m , this proves that
f2;¥(q) =
1
8
 
DV  b jÑV j2+a; (4.43)
where the constant a is adjusted to account for the constraint of vanishing average. A simple computation
shows that it is equal to the constant ab ;V defined in (2.41).
In fact, it is possible for the scheme considered here to have an even more explicit expression of the
leading order correction term to numerical averages by noting that
1
b
Z
M
Dj dm = 
Z
M
j
 
DV  b jÑV j2 dm; (4.44)
so that finally
Z
M
y(q)m¥;D t(dq) =
Z
M
y(q)m(dq)  D t
2
8b
Z
M
Dy(q)m(dq)+D t4rD t;y :
CONCLUSION OF THE PROOF. We now come back to (4.31)-(4.32) and replace j by Qhy:Z
E
y dmg ;D t =
Z
E
y(1+D t2 f2;¥)dm+ r1y;g;D t + r
2
y;g ;D t +D t
4rD t;y ; (4.45)
where rD t;y is the same as in (4.41), while
r1y;g;D t =
Z
E

P¥;D t  PgC;A;B;A;gCD t

Qhy dmg ;D t ;
r2y;g;D t =
Z
E
h
P¥;D t  PgC;B;A;B;gCD t

Qhy
i
(1+D t2 f2;¥)dm:
We then integrate with respect to momenta in (4.45), and bound the remainders by Ke kgD t in view of the
decomposition (4.30) and Lemma 4.2 (the operators Pham;D t and egD tC=2 being bounded on L¥Ks uniformly
in D t).
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PROOF OF (2.41) FOR f B;A;gC;A;B2;¥ We set
Ug;D t = egD tC=2eD tA=2eD tB=2; Tg ;D t = eD tB=2eD tA=2egD tC=2;
so that PB;A;gC;A;BD t = Tg;D tUg;D t while P
gC;A;B;A;gC
D t =Ug;D tTg;D t . By the TU lemma,Z
E
y dmB;A;gC;A;BD t =
Z
E
 
Ug;D ty

dmgC;A;B;A;gCD t
=
Z
E
 
U¥;D ty

dmgC;A;B;A;gCD t +
Z
E
 
Ug ;D t  U¥;D t

y dmgC;A;B;A;gCD t ;
where we have introduced U¥;D t = peD tA=2eD tB=2. The second term can be bounded Ke kgD t in view of
Lemma 4.2 and the moment estimate (2.17). For the first one, we use (4.45) and the following expansion
(using the rules (4.34)-(4.35)):
U¥;D ty =U¥;D tpy = y+
D t2
8
pA2py+D t4ery;D t = y+ D t28b Dy+D t4ery;D t ;
where the remainder ery;D t is uniformly bounded for D t sufficiently small. Therefore,Z
E
 
U¥;D ty

dmgC;A;B;A;gCD t =
Z
E
y(1+D t2 f2;¥)dm+
D t2
8b
Z
E
Dy dm+bry;g;D t ;
where f2;¥ is given in (4.43). The remainder bry;g ;D t is the sum of terms of order D t4 and others which can
be bounded by Ke kgD t . We conclude by resorting to (4.44) to compute the adjoint of the operator Dq on
L2(m).
PROOF OF (2.41) FOR f gC;B;A;B;gC2;¥ AND f
A;B;gC;B;A
2;¥ . We mimic the above proof for the evolution operator
PgC;B;A;B;gCD t . The equality (4.33) still holds, but the operator S4 now reads
S4 = A4+2BA2+
3
2
B2A2;
so that
Dj =
2
b
Ñ2V : Ñ2j+
1
b
Ñ(DV ) Ñj ÑV T (Ñ2V )Ñj :
A simple computation shows thatZ
M
Dj dm =  1
b
Z
M
Ñ

DV   b
2
jÑV j2

Ñj dm =
Z
M
Lovd

DV   b
2
jÑV j2

j dm ;
so that, in view of (4.42),
f gC;B;A;B;gC2;¥ = 
1
4

DV   b
2
jÑV j2

:
The expression of f A;B;gC;B;A2;¥ is obtained via the TU lemma, introducing the limiting operator
U¥;D tp = peD tB=2eD tA=2p = p+
D t2
8
p(A2+2BA)p+D t4RD t ;
so that
f A;B;gC;B;A2;¥ = f
gC;B;A;B;gC
2;¥ +
1
8

p(A2+2BA)p

1= f gC;B;A;B;gC2;¥ +
1
8

pBAp

1= 1
8
DV:
Let us conclude this section with the
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Proof of Lemma 4.2.. The conclusion follows for instance by an application of (Rey-Bellet, 2006,
Theorem 8.7), considering as a reference dynamics the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process
dpt = M 1pt dt+
s
2g
b
dWt
with generator C (recall that the unique invariant probability measure of this process is k(dp)). To apply
the theorem, we need to show thatKs is a Lyapunov function for any s> 1. We compute
CKs =

 2spT p+ 2s(dN+2s 2)
b

jpj2(s 1) 6 Ks+bs
for an appropriate constant bs > 0. This shows the existence of constants Rs;as such that etC f (p) ZRdN f (p)k(dp)
6 Rse astk fkL¥Ks (dp)Ks(p);
where the notation L¥Ks(dp) emphasizes that the supremum is taken over a function of the momentum
variable only. The desired result now follows by applying the above bound to the function y(q; ) for any
element y 2 L¥Ks , and taking the supremum over q. 
4.10 Proof of Proposition 2.10
Recall that we set M = Id for overdamped limits. We consider first f gC;B;A;B;gC2 , which satisfies (2.26). Let
us first compute the right-hand side. Since
A+
1
2
B

g

= b

pT (Ñ2V )p  1
2
jÑV j2

;
a simple computation shows that
eg= 1
12
(A+B)

A+
1
2
B

g

=
b
12
h
(Ñ3V ) : (p
 p
 p) 3pT (Ñ2V )ÑV
i
:
Note that the above function has average 0 with respect to k . We then apply Theorem 2.2 to obtain f gC;B;A;B;gC2  L  1ovdp(A+B)C 1egH1(m) 6 Kg :
Since
C
h
(Ñ3V ) : (p
 p
 p)
i
= 3(Ñ3V ) : (p
 p
 p)+ 6
b
pTÑ(DV ) ;
it is easily checked that
C 1eg=  b
36
(Ñ3V ) : (p
 p
 p)  1
6
pTÑ(DV )+
b
4
pT (Ñ2V )ÑV
=  b
36
A3pV +Ap

 1
6
(DV )+
b
8
jÑV j2

:
To compute p(A+B)C 1eg, we rely on (4.36) and (4.37) and obtain
p(A+B)C 1eg=  1
12

1
b
D 2V  ÑV Ñ(DV )

+Lovd

 1
6
(DV )+
b
8
jÑV j2

=Lovd

 1
4
DV +
b
8
jÑV j2

:
This allows us to conclude that the limit of f gC;B;A;B;gC2 is the argument of the operatorLovd in the previous
line, up to an additive constant chosen to ensure that f gC;B;A;B;gC2 has a vanishing average with respect to m
(which turns out to be ab ;V ). We deduce the limit for f
A;B;gC;B;A
2 with (2.26) since (A+B)g= p
T (Ñ2V )p 
jÑV j2.
The expressions for the limits of f gC;A;B;AgC2 and f
B;A;gC;A;B
2 are obtained in a similar fashion.
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4.11 Linear response theory
4.11.1 Definition of the mobility (3.4). We briefly sketch the discussion in (Stoltz, 2012, Section 3.1)
(see in particular Theorem 3.1 in this reference). Hypoellipticity arguments show that the measure mg;h has
a smooth density with respect to the Lebesgue measure. It moreover formally satisfies the Fokker-Planck
equation 
Lg +h fL  fg;h = 0; mg;h(dqdp) = fg;h(q; p)m(dqdp); Z
E
dmg;h = 1: (4.46)
This equation can be given a rigorous meaning when fg;h 2 L2(m), which is the case when h is sufficiently
small. We rely on the following result (proved at the end of this section).
LEMMA 4.3 The operator (L g ) 1 fL , considered as an operator on the Hilbert spaceH 0 = L2(m)\f1g?
introduced in (2.7), is bounded.
Denoting by r the spectral radius of (L g ) 1 fL  2B(H 0), it is easily checked that Lg +h fL  is
invertible for jh j< r 1 with
h
Lg +h fL i 1 = +¥å
n=0
( h)n
h 
L g
 1 fL in! L g  1 :
Therefore, a straightforward computation shows that
fg;h(q; p) = 1+
+¥
å
n=1
( h)n
h 
L g
 1 fL in 1 (4.47)
is an admissible solution of (4.46), and it is in fact the only one in view of the uniqueness of the invariant
probability measure. Note that the normalization of the measure fg;hdm does not depend on h . Finally,Z
E
FTM 1pmg;h(dqdp) = h
Z
E
FTM 1p
h 
L g
 1 fL 1im(dqdp)+h2rh ;g ;
with rh ;g uniformly bounded as h ! 0. This gives (3.4).
Proof of Lemma 4.3. Note first that the image of fL  is contained in H 0 since, for any u 2H 1 (the
Hilbert space defined in (2.6)), Z
E
fL udm = Z
E
u
 fL 1dm = 0:
It is therefore possible to give a meaning to the operator (L g ) 1 fL . We then check that the perturbationfL isLg -bounded (with relative bound 0, in fact): fL u2
L2(m)
6 jF j2kÑpuk2L2(m) = b jF j2hu;LguiL2(m) 6 b jF j2kukL2(m)
LguL2(m) ;
so that, for u 2H 0 (recall thatL  1g u is well defined in this case), fLL  1g u2L2(m) 6 b jF j2kukL2(m)L  1g uL2(m) 6 b jF j2L  1g B(H 0) kuk2L2(m):
This proves that fLL  1g is bounded, hence its adjoint is bounded as well. 
4.11.2 Proof of Lemma 3.1. Recall that we set mass matrices to identity when considering overdamped
limits. Since
Lg
 
FT p

= gFT p FTÑV;
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it follows (using first (4.47) to compute the linear response and then (2.10) to obtain the behavior of
L  1g (FTÑV ))
gnF;g = lim
h!0
g
h
Z
E
FT pmg ;h(dqdp) = lim
h!0
1
h
Z
E
 FTÑV (q) Lg  FT pmg;h(dqdp)
= b
Z
E
FT pL  1g

FTÑV (q)+Lg
 
FT p

m(dqdp)
= jF j2+b
Z
E
 
FT p

pTÑqL  1ovd
 
FTÑV

m(dqdp)+
1
g
rg
= jF j2+
Z
M
 
FTÑq1

L  1ovd
 
FTÑV

m(dq)+
1
g
rg
= jF j2+b
Z
M
 
FTÑV

L  1ovd
 
FTÑV

m(dq)+
1
g
rg
= jF j2+nF + 1g rg ;
where rg is uniformly bounded for g > 1. This gives the desired result.
REMARK 4.1 The article Hairer & Pavliotis (2008) in fact studies the limiting behavior of the autodiffusion
coefficient, as computed from (3.6):
bDF =
Z
M
F+ÑqL  1ovd (F ÑV )2 dm:
UsingLovd = b 1ÑqÑq, a simple computation shows
bDF = jF j2+2
Z
M
FTÑqL  1ovd (F ÑV ) dm+
Z
M
ÑqL  1ovd (F ÑV )2 dm
= jF j2+2
Z
M
 
FTÑq1

L  1ovd (F ÑV ) dm+
Z
M
ÑqÑqL
 1
ovd (F ÑV )L  1ovd (F ÑV ) dm
= jF j2+b
Z
M
 
FTÑV

L  1ovd (F ÑV ) dm ;
so that bDF = jF j2+nF .
4.12 Proof of Theorem 3.2
CASE a = 1. Let us first consider the first order scheme PgC;B+h
fL ;A
D t . Using the notation introduced in
Section 4.3.2, and recalling the definition Bh = B+h fL , we write
PgC;B+h
fL ;A
D t = Id+D t (A+Bh + gC)+
D t2
2
T

A+Bh + gC
2
+
D t3
2
Rh ;D t ;
with
Rh ;D t =
Z 1
0
(1 q)2T

(A+Bh + gC)PgC;B+h
fL ;A
qD t
3
dq :
Since
eqD tBh   eqD tB = h
Z 1
0
eqsBh fL eq(1 s)B ds;
it is easy to see that the operator Rh ;D t can be rewritten as the sum of two contributions: Rh ;D t = R0;D t +
h eRh ;D t , where, for y 2 S , the smooth function eRh ;D ty can be uniformly controlled in h for jh j 6 1.
Finally, the evolution operator can be rewritten as
PgC;B+h
fL ;A
D t = Id+D t

Lg +h fL + D t22  L 2g +S1+hD1+D t2Rh ;D t ; (4.48)
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where S1 is defined in (4.18) (which corresponds to the case h = 0), D1 = (2gC+B) fL + fL (2A+B), and
Rh ;D t =
D t
2
R0;D t +
hD t
2
eRh ;D t + h22 fL 2:
We then compute
Z
E
240@ Id PgC;B+h fL ;AD t
D t
1Aj
35 1+D t f1;0;g +h f0;1;g +hD t f1;1;g dm
= 
Z
E

Lg +h fL + D t2  L 2g +S1+hD1+D tRh ;D t

j
 
1+D t f1;0;g +h f0;1;g +hD t f1;1;g

dm
= h
Z
E
h fL j+(Lgj) f0;1;gidm D t Z
E

1
2
S1j+(Lgj) f1;0;g

dm
 hD t
Z
E
 fL j f1;0;g + 12  L 2g +S1j f0;1;g +(Lgj) f1;1;g + 12D1j

dm
 h2
Z
E
 fL j( f0;1;g +D t f1;1;g)dm  D t22
Z
E
 
L 2g +S1+hD1

j

( f1;0;g +h f1;1;g)dm
 D t
Z
E
Rh ;D tj
 
1+D t f1;0;g +h f0;1;g +hD t f1;1;g

dm:
The first two terms in the last expression vanish by definition of f0;1;g and f1;0;g , while the third one vanishes
when the function f1;1;g is defined by the Poisson equation
L g f1;1;g =  fL  f1;0;g   12  L 2g +S1 f0;1;g   12D11: (4.49)
It is easy to check that the right-hand side of this equation has a vanishing average with respect to m
(integrating with respect to m and letting the adjoints of the operators acting on 1). The regularity of the
functions is not an issue either since, by the results of Talay (2002) for instance (recalled in Section 4.3.1),
the operatorL  1g is bounded on eHm(m) for any m> 1, so that the functions f1;0;g and f0;1;g in fact belong
to all the spaces eHm(m). The right-hand side therefore is inH 1.
We then introduce the quasi inverse
Qh ;D t = L  1g +hL  1g fLL  1g + D t2 Id+L  1g (S1+hD1)L  1g 
  hD t
2

L  1g fLL  1g  L 2g +S1+hD1L  1g +L  1g  L 2g +S1+hD1L  1g fLL  1g  ;
obtained by truncating the formal series expansion of the inverse operator by discarding terms associated
with h2 or D t2. The quasi inverse is such that0@ Id PgC;B+h fL ;AD t
D t
1AQh ;D t = Id+h2R1h ;D t +D t2R2h ;D t ;
withR2h ;D t =R
2
0;D t +h eR2h ;D t . We then replace j by Qh ;D ty and conclude as in Section 4.4.
CASE a = 2. The result for the second order splitting is obtained by appropriate modifications of the
proof written above for p = 1, similar to the ones introduced in Section 4.6. We will therefore mention
only the most important point, which is the following. Replacing B by Bh in the expansion (4.25), we see
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that
Id PgC;Bh ;A;Bh ;gCD t
D t
= Lg  h fL   D t2 (Lg +h fL )2 D t2

1
6
(Lg +h fL )3+S2+heS2;h D t3Rh ;D t
= Lg  h fL   D t2 L 2g   hD t2 Lg fL + fLLg  h2D t2 fL 2 D t2

1
6
L 3g +S2

 hD t2

1
6

L 2g fL +Lg fLLg + fLL 2g + eS2;0+Rh ;D t ;
whereRh ;D t regroups operators of order D t3+aha
0
or D t2+ah2+a 0 for a;a 0 > 0, the operator S2 is defined
in (4.24) and eS2;h satisfies
12eS2;h = hA;hA; fL ii  12 hB;h fL ;Aii  12 h fL ; [B;A]i+ g h fL ; [A+B;C]i+ g hA+B;h fL ;Cii
  g
2
2
h
C;
h
C; fL ii+hg h fL ;h fL ;Cii  1
2
h fL ;h fL ;Aii :
We next compute the dominant terms inZ
E
" 
Id PgC;Bh ;A;Bh ;gCD t
D t
!
j
# 
1+D t2 f2;0;g +h f0;1;g +hD t2 f2;1;g

dm:
We consider only contributions of the form haD ta
0
with a = 0;1 and 0 6 a 0 6 2. The contributions in
D t;D t2 are the same as in the case h = 0 and therefore vanish. The contribution in h vanishes in view of
the choice of f0;1;g . For the same reason, the contribution in hD t vanishes as well:
 hD t
2
Z
E

Lg fL + fLLgj+ L 2g j f0;1;g dm = hD t2
Z
E
 
Lgj
 fL 1+L g f0;1;gdm = 0:
The contribution in hD t2 is proportional toZ
E
" 
L 2g fL +Lg fLLg + fLL 2g
6
+ eS2;0!j+ fL j f2;0;g +" L 3g6 +S2
!
j
#
f0;1;g +
 
Lgj

f2;1;g
#
dm :
The requirement that this expression vanishes for all functions j 2S characterizes the function f2;1;g (the
discussion on the solvability of this equation following the same lines as the discussion on the solvability
of (4.49)). The proof is then concluded as in the case p= 1.
4.13 Proof of Theorem 3.3
The proof of this result is obtained by modifying the proof of Theorem 2.9 presented in Section 4.9 by
taking into account the nonequilibrium perturbation, as done in the proof of Theorem 3.2 presented in
Section 4.12. We will therefore be very brief and only mention the most important modifications.
We write the proof for the scheme associated with the evolution operator PgC;A;Bh ;A;gCD t for instance
(since this is the case explicitly treated in Section 4.9 for h = 0). First, arguing as in Section 4.9, we see
that it is possible to replace PgC;A;Bh ;A;gCD t by
pPham;D t;hp = peD tA=2eD tBh eD tA=2p
up to error terms in the invariant measure which are exponentially small in gD t. Note that Bh = (F ÑV ) 
Ñp, so that the rules (4.34)-(4.35) are still valid. Therefore, introducing again h= D t2=2,
pPham;D t;hp
= p+
D t2
2
p(A+Bh)2p+
D t4
24
p

A4+
3
2
A2BhA+
3
2
ABhA2+
3
2
B2hA
2+
1
2
BhA3

p+D t6RD t;h
= p+hp

Lovd+h
h fL (A+B)+(A+B) fL i+h2 fL 2p+ h2
2

L 2ovd+D+h eD1+h2 eD2p
+D t6RD t;h ;
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where D is defined in (4.38), and the expressions of the operators eDi (i = 1;2) are obtained by expanding
the various terms AaBbhA
c in powers of h . Keeping only the dominant terms, we arrive at
pPham;D t;hp = p+hLovdp+
h2
2
 
L 2ovd+D

+hhp
h fL (A+B)+(A+B) fL ip+ hh2
2
eD1+RD t;h :
Since
p
 fL (A+B)+(A+B) fL p = p fL Ap = fLovd;
we conclude
pPham;D t;hp = p+h

Lovd+h fLovdp+ h22 L 2ovd+D+h eD1+RD t;h :
This relation is the analogue of (4.48) in the overdamped limit, and the proof is carried on following the
strategy presented in Section 4.9.
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